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At Sherritt International, with more than 80 years of business success 
as a leading diversified natural resource company in Canada, these 
attributes are fundamental to who we are and how we reward our 
employees. 

Health & Safety
Taking care of our employees is the key to taking care of our business.
A healthy workforce promotes success, so we strive every day and every 
hour to ensure that our workplace meets or exceeds health and safety 
standards.  

Opportunities 
Sherritt offers attractive salaries and incentives and provides our 
workforce with a host of growth opportunities. Our five divisions: 
Metals, Coal, Oil & Gas, Power and Technologies offer an array of career 
options, both in Canada and internationally, with exposure to a wide 
range of process technologies, projects and skilled people.

Rewards
Challenging and rewarding work. Opportunities for advancement. A 
stable company that believes in, and values, its people. A safe and 
positive work environment. These are just a few of the rewards that 
Sherritt offers.

Please visit the Sherritt website at www.sherritt.com
for more information or to submit an application.

Sherritt International Corporation is a leading diversified natural resource company involved in the production of thermal coal, nickel, cobalt, oil and gas and 
electricity. Sherritt’s success is built on utilizing innovative technologies and the breadth of its financial and operational expertise to increase productivity and 
profitability. Sherritt continues to explore opportunities to grow its $8.3 billion asset base through expansion of its existing businesses, capital projects and 

strategic acquisitions.

Health. Opportunities. 
          Rewards.  
Health. Opportunities. 
          Rewards.  

Nexen Inc. is one of Canada’s largest independent oil and gas companies with operations worldwide.
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Naomi K. Lewis
Naomi	K.	Lewis	grew	up	in	Ottawa	and	Toronto	and	
went	to	school	in	New	Brunswick.	She	recently	ended	a	
three-year	stint	in	Edmonton	and	defected	to	Calgary,	
where	she	works	as	a	ghostwriter,	magazine	editor	and	
freelance	journalist.	Her	first	novel,	Cricket in a Fist,	was	
published	this	spring,	and	she’s	now	working	on	her	
second.	Lewis’s	favourite	non-writing	activity	is	eating,	
with	cooking	a	close	second,	and	after	talking	with	the	
vivacious	Daniele	Costa	–	whom	she	found	sitting	in	his	
restaurant,	ordering	cookbooks	online	during	a	break	
from	the	kitchen	–	she	will	never	again	over-boil	linguine	
or	take	olive	oil	for	granted.

scott Messenger
A	recent	road	trip	with	Ben	Bertrand	and	Mark	Holtom	
gave	Edmonton	writer	Scott	Messenger	some	insight	
into	the	time-management	techniques	of	the	young	and	
entrepreneurial.	While	heading	to	Barrhead	to	pitch	their	
house-building	technology	to	a	manufactured	home	
company,	Bertrand	tapped	away	at	his	laptop	in	the	
back	seat	while	Holtom	deftly	divided	attention	between	
the	road	and	his	Blackberry,	all	at	speeds	the	writer	has	
never	before	exceeded	on	land.	Despite	keeping	a	slightly	
slower	pace,	Messenger	has	managed	to	publish	articles	
in	newspapers	and	magazines	across	Canada	and	in	the	
U.S.,	and	is	a	frequent	contributor	to	Alberta Venture	and	
unlimited	magazines.

Taylor Reese
Taylor	Reese	is	the	kid	who	sat	beside	you	in	school,	
doodling	in	the	margins.	When	he	ran	out	of	margins,	
the	rest	of	the	page	was	sacrificed.	Since	graduating	
from	NAIT’s	Multimedia	Technology	program	in	2001,	
he	has	taught	software	design	courses,	freelanced	as	a	
web	and	graphic	designer	and	continues	to	doodle	on	
every	available	surface.	Currently	on	exhibit	with	NAIT’s	
D3	Team,	he	agreed	to	some	on-topic	doodling	for	this	
issue	of	techlife.	When	he’s	not	working,	he	can	be	found	
pursuing	hobbies	such	as	photography	and	bookmaking,	
or	restoring	his	character	home	in	Edmonton.

Lisa Ricciotti 
On	a	professional	level,	Lisa	Ricciotti	has	a	reputation	as	
an	award-winning	writer	and	editor,	but	away	from	her	
desk	she’s	better	known	as	“that	crazy	dog	lady.”	After	
a	10-year	stint	as	a	contributing	writer	and	managing	
editor	for	the	Alberta	and	Manitoba	editions	of	Westworld	
magazine,	Ricciotti	now	writes	for	magazines	such	as	
Avenue, Your Health	and	Dogs in Canada	from	a	home	base	
shared	with	French	bulldogs	and	Stoney,	her	arthritic	nine-
year-old	English	bulldog.	Ricciotti	relished	the	opportunity	
to	combine	her	dual	obsessions	with	dogs	and	words	for	
her	assignment	on	Sam	Simpson’s	veterinary	rehabilitation	
clinic.	Ricciotti	was	so	inspired	by	the	clinic’s	results	that	
she	plans	to	sign	Stoney	up	for	water	therapy	–	sporting	a	
life	jacket	of	course,	since	bulldogs	can’t	swim.		
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LETTERS 

“It APPEArs thAt  
whErE GrEAt IdEAs  

ArE concErnEd  
– thE sky’s thE lImIt.” 

A lberta’s	trademark	blue	sky	provides	a	fitting	backdrop	for	the	
cover	of	this	issue,	featuring	Ben	Bertrand	and	Mark	Holtom,	
whose	company,	Innovequity,	is	attempting	to	build	a	prototype	

of	a	machine	that	can	spit	out	the	walls,	floors	and	roof	of	a	building	like	
a	giant	printer	pushes	out	paper	(On	the	Brink	of	Big,	p.	21).	

Unbelievable	as	it	sounds,	it’s	the	result	of	Bertrand	opening	his	mind	
wide	to	the	possibilities	and	the	potential	of	such	technology,	and	
coming	up	with	what	can	only	be	described	as	a	fantastic	concept.	

Throw	in	the	advice	and	guidance	of	the	experts	at	NAIT’s	Duncan	
McNeill	Centre	for	Innovation	and	Prototype	Development	Program,	and	
the	concept	moves	that	much	closer	to	becoming	a	real	solution	to	the	
rising	labour	and	material	costs	facing	the	construction	industry	today.	

This	issue	looks	at	plenty	of	other	blue-sky	thinkers	–	individuals	who	
are	passionate	about	their	product	or	process,	whether	it’s	improving	
the	quality	of	life	for	our	pets,	providing	the	less	fortunate	with	access	to	
something	as	basic	as	voice	mail,	or	building	a	vehicle	that	costs	pennies	
to	operate.	Inventor	Jeremy	Furzer	turned	a	friend’s	fall	on	a	frosty	porch	
into	a	skate	blade	that	has	captured	the	attention	–	and	investment	–	of	
none	other	than	No.	99.			

It	appears	that	where	great	ideas	are	concerned	–	the	sky’s	the	limit.	

We	want	to	hear	from	you	about	this	and	past	issues	of	the	magazine		
as	we	strive	to	provide	you	with	stories	on	technology	for	your	life;	send	
us	your	ideas.

And	for	those	who	want	to	read	more	techlife,	don’t	forget	to	subscribe		
to	the	monthly	e-newsletter	at	techlifemag.ca.	In	the	meantime,		
enjoy	the	fall	and	the	blue	skies.	

Sherri Krastel, Editor
editor@techlifemag.ca

I	wanted	to	say	how	much	your	
techlife	publication	impressed	me.	
Wonderful	fresh	spin	on	NAIT	
and	its	future.	

David R. Jones PhD
NAIT Computer Systems  
Technology Instructor

I	enjoyed	the	spring	issue	very	
much.	One	thought	I	had	was	that	
it	seemed	very	arts-focused.	I	am	
not	sure	of	the	demographics	of	
your	readers,	but	I	think	women	
would	have	enjoyed	this	more.	

I	enjoy	human	interest	stories,	
such	as	the	article	about	the	lady	
who	attended	the	residential	
school	and	her	work	with	

Breakfast	for	Learning	(Heal	the	
Past,	Feed	the	Future,	p.	42,	Spring	
2008).	I	know	the	magazine	
should	focus	on	how	our	NAIT	
educations	have	made	us	
successful	in	our	chosen	fields,	
but	I	think	people	would	rather	
see	more	articles	about	how	our	
educations	have	helped	us	have	
successful	careers	so	that	we	can	
give	back	to	society.	You	don’t	
have	to	be	the	president	of	a	
company	to	make	a	big	difference	
in	society	and	I	appreciate	that	
you	have	recognized	this	and	
would	like	you	to	do	it	more.

Mark Grubisich 
Marketing ’87

Editor’s reply:	Choosing a name  
for a new alumni and friends 
magazine posed an interesting 
challenge. Following internal and 
external stakeholder consultations 
and a review of other publications, 
we selected techlife	– a name 
proposed by one of our readers – 
which we felt captured the essence 
of the NAIT brand. 

We understand readers might not 
immediately associate techlife 
with NAIT, which is why we include 
NAIT in the subject line. To prevent 
techlife	WebExtra from being 
marked as spam, add editor@
techlifemag.ca to your safe list. 

Email Editor@tEchliFEmag.ca or mail your commEnts 
to shErri KrastEl, Editor, “tEchliFE” magazinE,  
11762 – 106 st. nW, Edmonton, aB t5g 2r1

WE Want to hEar from yoU.
and phonE numBEr.

When	I	see	a	message	from	
techlife	in	my	inbox,	I	immediately	
think	it’s	spam	promoting	cheap	
computer	software.	The	next	
thing	that	comes	to	mind	is	a	
technological	journal	or	website.	I	
certainly	don’t	associate	the	name	
with	NAIT.	Luckily	I	opened	the	
message	this	time,	otherwise	I	
wouldn’t	have	known	it	was	from	
my	alma	mater.	I	recommend	
that	consideration	be	given	to	
re-naming	the	online	newsletter	
and	any	hard	copy	equivalent.	Just	
trying	the	help	the	cause!	

Grant Lovig  
Marketing ’74 
President, Company’s Coming 
Publishing Limited
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WANTED: InnoVAtors 
Innovation	is	at	the	heart	of	every	great	society,	from	
technological	advances	to	medical	breakthroughs	to	
product	and	process	improvements.	Taking	the	germ	of	an	
idea	and	turning	it	into	a	product	with	real	value	has	been	
challenging	people	for	centuries.	Like	Alexander	Graham	
Bell,	who	invented	the	telephone	in	1876	at	the	age	of	
29	and	never	stopped	inventing	for	the	rest	of	his	life,	
inventors	have	been	driven	by	their	passion	and	desire	to	
keep	learning	and	creating.		

At	NAIT,	innovation	means	developing	real	solutions	
for	business	and	industry.	We’ve	taken	our	track	record	
of	doing	just	that,	and	combined	it	with	our	passion	
for	turning	practical	ideas	into	profitable	ventures	to	
create	the	novaNAIT	Centre	for	Applied	Research	and	
Technology	Transfer	(High	Def,	p.	18).	

This	exciting	initiative	consolidates	our	expertise	in	
applied	research,	prototyping,	business	enterprise	and	
technology	transfer.	It	puts	us	in	a	unique	position	to	
inspire	the	next	generation	of	Alberta	innovators	while	
supporting	business	and	industry	in	their	drive	to	be	

DR. W.A. (SAM) ShAW, PReSiDent AnD CeO  

more	competitive	in	the	global	economy,	helping	
to	create	wealth	and	ultimately,	improving	the	
quality	of	our	lives.

To	celebrate,	we	came	up	with	an	idea	of	our	own.	
We’re	giving	techlife	readers	the	chance	to	pitch	
their	technology,	product	or	business	ideas	to	a	
panel	of	judges	for	the	opportunity	to	win	up	to	
$10,000	toward	novaNAIT	services,	including	
prototype	development	(details	at	right).

It’s	all	about	supporting	our	vision	to	be	globally	
valued	for	student	success,	applied	research	and	
innovation.	Send	me	a	note	or	drop	me	a	line	to	let	
me	know	how	we’re	doing	and	what	you	think	of	
the	future	of	applied	research	in	improving	Canada’s	
productivity	and	innovation	capacity.	

Dr.	W.A.	(Sam)	Shaw	
President	and	CEO	
sams@nait.ca

taKE thE  
noVanait  
challEngE 
Got	an	idea?	Want	to	take	
it	to	the	next	level?	Take	
the	novaNAIT	Technology	
Commercialization	Challenge.	
Pitch	us	your	technology,	
product	or	business	idea.	
People	with	the	best	
submissions	will	be	invited	
to	present	their	ideas	to	a	
panel	of	experts	for	a	chance	
to	win	up	to	$10,000	in	
novaNAIT	services,	which	
include	prototyping,	business	
development	assistance	and	
mentoring.	Contest	closes	
Nov.	21,	2008.	

For	details,	visit		

techlifemag.ca/novanait.htm.
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NAIT’s	Calgary	office	is	moving	into	leased	space	in	a	new	building	in	
the	city’s	northeast	this	fall,	expanding	the	Institute’s	capacity	to	offer	
southern	Albertans	access	to	unique	programming,	from	apprenticeship	
to	degrees.	These	programs	include	Roofer,	Lather	–	Interior	Systems	
Mechanic,	the	Bachelor	of	Technology	in	Technology	Management	and	
the	Bachelor	of	Business	Administration	in	Enterprise	Management.	
The	last	two	are	degrees	offered	by	NAIT	since	fall	2007	and	2008,	
respectively,	with	a	mixture	of	in-class	and	online	components.

NAIT	will	also	continue	to	offer	customized	training	for	business	
and	industry	in	Calgary	to	companies	such	as	Telus,	and	will	utilize	
the	new	site	as	a	springboard	for	corporate	and	international	
training	to	meet	the	needs	of	the	many	multinational	corporations	
with	operations	in	Calgary.	

NAIT	has	had	a	presence	in	Calgary	for	a	number	of	years,	
delivering	unique	apprenticeship	programs	and	maintaining	
relationships	with	key	partners	whose	head	offices	are	in	southern	
Alberta.	The	new	office	is	significantly	larger,	with	five	offices,	three	
classrooms,	a	computer	lab,	a	shop	and	an	instructors’	lounge.

– DAn vAnkeeken

nait calgary rElocatEs
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Linda	Henderson,	director	of	NAIT	Athletics	and	
Recreation,	says	the	mission	is	simple.	“We	want	
to	excel	in	our	athletics	program;	to	win	national	
championships;	to	recruit	the	best	student-athletes;	to	
increase	our	profile	within	the	community;	and	to	make	
NAIT	the	institute	of	choice.”

It’s	been	an	aggressive	push.	Earlier	this	year,	NAIT	
became	the	only	college-level	school	in	the	country	to	
have	not	only	full-time	dedicated	coaches,	but	six	of	
them.	Each	coach	has	been	assigned	to	one	of	the	men’s	
and	women’s	volleyball,	basketball	and	hockey	teams.

The	full-time	coaches	are	employed	year-round,	while	
an	additional	six	part-time	coaches	are	responsible	for	
seasonal	sports	such	as	soccer,	curling	and	cross-
country	running.

Sandra	Murray-MacDonell,	executive	director	of	the	
Canadian	Colleges	Athletic	Association,	says	she’s	

FRom LEFT, NAIT’S SIx 
FuLL-TImE coAchES: 
WomEN’S voLLEybALL, 
KEITh LuNDgREN; mEN’S 
bASKETbALL, DoN PhILLIPS; 
WomEN’S bASKETbALL, 
cuRTIS NELSoN; WomEN’S 
hocKEy, DEANNA IWANIcKA; 
mEN’S voLLEybALL, SImoN 
FEDuN; AND mEN’S hocKEy, 
TERRy bALLARD.

on thE offEnsiVE
impressed	that	the	NAIT	administration	has	supported	
hiring	six	full-time	coaches.	“Having	full-time,	qualified,	
experienced	coaches	is	an	asset	for	both	the	institution	
and	the	student-athlete.	NAIT	will	be	able	to	attract	
more	student-athletes,	and	the	full-time	coaches	will	be	
able	to	provide	them	with	the	tools	and	the	full	attention	
they	need	to	attain	their	highest	performance	level.”	

NAIT’s	intercollegiate	teams	have	established	a	rich	
tradition	of	success.	Every	year	during	the	period	of	the	
‘hockey	supremacy’	–	1974	to	1999	–	the	men’s	hockey	
team	either	qualified	for	or	won	the	nationals.	In	2003,	
the	men’s	basketball	team	won	the	nationals.	This	
year,	NAIT’s	men	and	women	triumphed	in	the	singles	
competition	of	the	national	badminton	championship.

With	full-time	reinforcements	on	board,	Henderson	
believes	even	greater	prospects	lie	ahead.

– DOnOvAn FRAnCiS

thE six nEW Full-
timE coachEs on 
nait’s rostEr sEnd 
a clEar mEssagE: 
thE institutE is 
out to conquEr 
canadian collEgE 
athlEtics.
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on	this	Friday	afternoon,	the	Bissell	Centre	is	bustling.	More	
than	a	hundred	disadvantaged	citizens	are	milling	about	the	
Edmonton	inner	city	drop-in	centre,	seeking	simple	things	like	a	

cup	of	coffee,	the	use	of	a	washroom	or	a	place	to	sit	down	that	isn’t	a	
curb.	“No	one	wants	to	give	these	people	a	chance,”	says	Ryan	Dilworth.	

Dilworth	and	fellow	NAIT	telecommunications	grad	James	Gray	are	
among	the	exceptions.	The	20-somethings	believe	everyone	has	a	right	
to	be	connected	–	even	the	homeless.	And	that’s	what	drove	them	to	
develop	Freemail,	an	affordable	system	that	allows	agencies	such	as	the	
Bissell	Centre	to	provide	clients	with	their	own	private	voice	mailboxes.	
Messages	are	stored	on	a	server	until	retrieved	by	users.	“We	have	all	
this	great	technology	–	right?	–	but	most	of	the	time	it	is	being	used	to	
further	corporate	endeavors;	very	seldom	does	it	help	individuals	who	
cannot	afford	to	pay	for	it,”	Dilworth	says.

Freemail	was	Dilworth	and	Gray’s	fi	nal	class	project	this	past	spring.	
Gray	got	the	idea	from	an	article	he	read	about	a	similar	system	set	up	
to	help	the	homeless	in	San	Francisco.	While	the	tools	to	create	the	
system	were	accessible	online,	there	was	no	how-to	guide.	It	took	the	
two	about	100	hours	of	reading,	guessing	and	testing.	“We	used	a	whole	
bunch	of	different	programs	that	are	all	open	source,	that	are	all	free	to	
the	world,	and	we	just	knit	them	together,”	Dilworth	says.

The	Bissell	Centre	started	using	the	system	in	June,	with	the	goal	
of	offering	voice	mail	primarily	to	clients	accessing	employment	and	
housing	services.	The	social	agency	pays	a	small	fee	to	cover	some	of	

Dilworth	and	Gray’s	time	setting	up	and	administering	the	project.	
It’s	a	fraction	of	what	a	regular	telephone	company	would	charge.

Ken	Robertson	was	one	of	the	Bissell	Centre’s	fi	rst	Freemail	users.	
When	he	got	his	number,	he	had	no	fi	xed	address	and	no	phone.	He	
jumped	at	the	opportunity	to	have	a	private	voice	mailbox	he	could	
access	anytime,	from	any	phone	“so	people	can	contact	me	for	
employment.”	How	often	does	he	check	it?	“Every	day.”	

It’s	that	type	of	psychological	boost	that	Becky	McClellend,	an	
employment	support	worker	at	the	Bissell	Centre,	thinks	Freemail	could	
provide	to	the	people	she	helps.	“This	might	give	them	the	oomph	
they	need	to	take	that	step	to	get	out	of	the	rut.	Just	to	hear	something	
positive	like,	‘Here	is	a	great	job	opportunity’	or	just	‘Hi’	from	Mom.	.	.	.	
It	could	be	really	encouraging.”		

Those	are	results	Dilworth	and	Gray	hope	to	hear	about	as	more	
people	use	their	service.

During	a	half-hour	at	the	Bissell	Centre,	Gray	splits	his	attention	
between	this	interview	and	his	laptop;	he’s	setting	up	Freemail	for	the	
Youth	Emergency	Shelter	Society	(YESS).	“I	will	be	done	before	this	
interview	is,”	he	says.

Dilworth	and	Gray	say	setting	up	Freemail	is	easy;	it’s	fi	nding	the	
time	to	do	it	that’s	the	real	challenge.	Despite	that,	they	are	committed	
to	connecting	as	many	people	as	they	can	–	the	Bissell	Centre	and	YESS	
are	just	the	beginning.		

Story By 
RAyne kuntz

Photo By 
LeiGh FRey

driVEn By a BEliEF that tEchnology should hElp 
EVEryonE rEgardlEss oF incomE, jamEs gray and 
ryan dilWorth connEct social agEncy cliEnts 
With aFFordaBlE VoicE mail. 
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Thirteen	students	spent	their	16-week	course	working	
on	three	potential	systems	for	the	food	bank.	Ryan	
Corrigal,	who	graduated	this	past	spring,	admits	it	was	
a	lesson	in	more	than	software	development.	“One	of	
the	most	humbling	things	was	that	our	software	allows	
people	to	have	better	access	to	one	of	the	things	most	
vital	to	life,”	he	says.	“Our	software	is	allowing	people	
who	are	hungry	and	in	need	of	food	to	get	that	food	in	
an	effi	cient	way.”

In	the	end,	Krecsy	liked	portions	of	all	three	programs,	
so	instructor	Graham	Miller	is	co-ordinating	the	building	
of	a	system	that	integrates	the	best	of	each.	“All	three	
groups	did	fantastic	work,”	he	says.	

Krecsy	knows	she	would	never	have	been	able	to	afford	
what	the	students	and	Miller	are	doing	for	free.	“I	would	
have	billed	about	$40,000	if	I	did	this	as	a	contract.	
A	consulting	company	would	probably	have	charged	
more,”	Miller	says.

Krecsy	puts	the	impact	of	the	donation	into	perspective.	
“It’s	like	our	clients,	they	just	need	a	push	or	a	helping	
hand	up	and	they	are	gone.	It’s	like	that	with	NAIT	
helping	us	now.	This	is	going	to	give	us	the	momentum.”

Once	the	system	is	installed,	NAIT’s	relationship	with	
the	food	bank	won’t	be	over.	Miller	has	hinted	another	
class	could	work	on	a	larger	project	to	co-ordinate	all	
the	food	banks	in	the	province.		

14.4 
PERcENTAgE INcREASE 
IN ThE NumbER oF 
PEoPLE SERvED LAST 
yEAR ovER 2006

177,445 
PouNDS oF FooD 
hANDED ouT To 
cLIENTS IN 2007

50 
NumbER oF 
voLuNTEERS 

It’s	a	typical	Friday	morning	at	the	St.	Albert	Food	Bank.	
There	has	been	a	steady	stream	of	clients	picking	up	
hampers	since	the	doors	opened	at	9	a.m.	

“I	need	a	fridge	and	a	freezer	please,”	food	bank	
executive	director	Suzan	Krecsy	calls	out	to	a	room	
full	of	volunteers	who	are	scurrying	around	unpacking	
donations	and	stocking	shelves.	Krecsy	is	asking	for	
eggs,	meat	and	butter	to	add	to	a	hamper	for	a	family	
she	is	meeting	with	privately,	behind	a	sliding	door.

“We	saw	a	signifi	cant	rise	in	demand	over	the	last	year,”	
Krecsy	says.	“We	served	more	than	4,000	clients,	
which	is	an	increase	of	371	from	the	previous	year.	In	a	
normal	year,	we	see	an	average	increase	of	100.”

Krecsy	loves	the	people	part	of	her	job;	it’s	keeping	track	
of	the	stats	that’s	a	chore.	Her	current	software	system	
is	so	limited	she	has	to	do	many	of	the	tasks	manually.	
But	the	number	crunching	is	about	to	get	easier	thanks	
to	a	customized	software	system	created	by	NAIT	
Computer	Systems	Technology	students.	From	keeping	
detailed	client	fi	les	to	logging	the	food	coming	in	and	
going	out,	the	new	system	will	allow	Krecsy	to	compile	
meaningful	data,	ultimately	helping	her	better	serve	
those	in	need.	

“We	have	got	clients	that	are	deceased	and	I	can’t	delete	
them,	so	if	I	were	to	ever	print	out	client	numbers	they	
would	be	skewed,”	Krecsy	says.

Story By 
RAyne kuntz

Photo By 
JASOn neSS
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<WhAT’s 
that undEr your hooD?
It	looks	like	a	laptop	but	the	HP	2533t	Mobile	Thin	Client	–	used	here	by	

third-year	Automotive	Service	Technician	apprentices	–	connects	wirelessly	

through	a	browser	to	an	existing	server,	eliminating	the	need	for	anything	

more	than	minimal	software	or	hardware.	The	lack	of	a	hard	drive	and	a	

fan	makes	it	ideal	for	use	in	a	dusty	shop	environment	where	technicians	

frequently	access	online	service	manuals.	And	with	no	data	stored	on	the	

device,	there	is	no	risk	of	losing	sensitive	information	if	stolen	or	damaged.	

The	unit	weighs	1.36	kilograms	and	is	34	millimetres	thick,	making	it	easy	to	

lug	around.	Ten	out	of	approximately	75	units	sent	out	worldwide	for	early	

evaluation	by	Hewlett-Packard	were	tested	in	various	environments	around	

NAIT,	including	two	used	in	May	in	the	automotive	area.	

technoFilegaDgEts

Time capsule

The	Time	Capsule	from	Apple	is	a	
very	compact	two-in-one	product.		
Jaspar yip,	customer	service	
representative	at	the	NAIT	Tech	
Store,	fi	nds	this	joint	wireless	
router	and	external	hard	drive	
very	useful.	

“I	have	the	500GB	model.	I’ve	
confi	gured	my	MacBook	to	back	
up	my	fi	les	to	the	Time	Capsule	
every	second	day.	It	does	this	
wirelessly	of	course,	and	I	have	
wireless	Internet	too.

“It	is	very	reassuring	to	know	that	
I	have	a	copy	of	my	fi	les,	pictures	
and	music	in	case	something	
happens	to	my	computer.”	

Driinn

Debra Couwenberg, retail	
supervisor	at	the	NAIT	Tech	
Store,	is	caught	up	with	the	
convenience	of	the	Driinn.	“It	is	
more	of	an	accessory	for	technical	
gadgets	-	a	very	cool	accessory.”	

The	Driinn	is	a	small	plastic	
holder	capable	of	securing	a	
cellphone,	iPod	or	camera	to	a	
wall	plug	while	the	device	is	being	
charged.	“Just	use	your	power	
adapter	to	hold	the	Driinn	against	
the	wall,	wrap	the	cord	around	it	
and	place	your	electronic	device	
on	the	shelf.	Nice,	neat,	tidy.”	

Lacie hub

Javier Salazar	needed	a	hub	with	fl	exibility	and	the	LaCie	Hub,	a	central	
point	for	USB	connections	with	fi	ve	USB	ports,	three	FireWire	ports,	a	USB	
fan,	a	USB	light	and	one	USB	and	one	FireWire	extension	cable,	gave	the	
NAIT	Tech	Store	customer	service	rep	what	he	wanted.	“I	can	confi	gure	my	
hub	to	exactly	what	I	need	at	any	given	time.	Plus,	it	is	really	cool	looking.”

Jawbone

“When	I	began	commuting	to	NAIT,	
I	realized	I	needed	a	Bluetooth	headset	
for	my	cellphone	so	I	could	go	hands-
free	while	driving,”	says tunc Gunes,	
a	NAIT	Tech	Store	customer	service	
representative.	Research	online	brought	
the	Jawbone	to	his	attention.	“I’ve	been	
using	a	Jawbone	headset	now	for	three	
months	and	there’s	no	background	noise	
when	I	make	a	call.	I	could	even	be	at	a	
concert	and	make	a	clear	call.	Amazing!”

These items and more available at the NAIT 
Tech Store or online at www.nait.ca/onlinestore. 

“tEchliFE” asKs, thE uBiquitous ipod and BlacKBErry 
asidE, What gadgEt couldn’t you liVE Without?gADgETS 
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nap Pepin purrs his low-slung electric one-seater 
to a stop at the Sherwood Park IGA – and 
like a magnet, draws a curious crowd. Even 

before lifting the bubble-topped canopy to step out, 
he’s rhyming off particulars in response to rapid-
fi re questions. Fuel economy? As low as 0.37 litres 
per 100 kilometres (or 628 miles per gallon). Top 
speed? 130 kilometres an hour. Range? Nearly 200 
kilometres between charges. Heading inside for a bag 
of marshmallows, he hears the clincher: “Holy cow, 
I want one of those!”

It was not for the attention that Pepin, a project 
manager at ATCO Electric, put more than 300 hours of 
free time into building this zippy little three-wheeler; in 
fact, he hesitated to take the egg-shaped vehicle out in 
public at fi rst, fearing that people might be unreceptive. 
Rather, he built it for the joy of learning all he could 
about the latest electric vehicle technology and with 
an eye to building an even better car next time. The 
thumbs-up, bravos and front-page coverage that came 
his way as soon as he dared venture beyond his own 
cul-de-sac have been icing on the cake. 

“I never thought the attention would be so 
gratifying,” he muses, chuckling at how he’s soaking it 
all up. “I even got the slow clap once.” Pepin’s electric 
car is Canada’s fi rst to be built from a BugE kit. 

innovate

Imported from Oregon’s Blue Sky Design (piece 
by piece to meet federal regulations prohibiting kit 
cars), Pepin’s BugE is so enhanced it’s hardly the 
same beast. There’s a touch of reverence as 
he lifts the canopy to reveal the battery 
management system with its two dozen 
lithium iron phosphate batteries and 
associated electronics, all fi ne-tuned to 
maximize output and display crucial 
data. “Not too many people have seen 
these batteries – it’s a real privilege,” 
he says, only half in jest. 

Dubbed the lithium BugE in 
honour of those superior batteries, 
the vehicle far outstrips the typical 
BugE, with four times the range and a 
top speed nearly 50 kilometres per hour 
faster. With a fuel economy nine times 
better than the Toyota Prius, one of the most 
fuel effi cient vehicles on the market, it costs 
only a half penny per kilometre to drive. To 
achieve those stats, Pepin kept everything light, 
bringing the BugE in at just under 180 kilograms. 
“I wanted everything I could get in an electric vehicle, 
but in a small package,” Pepin says.
   “It achieved everything – and more.” 

this ElEctric VEhiclE hits a 
top spEEd oF 130 Km/h and 
costs pEnniEs a day to opEratE. 
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Web Extra
See	the	BugE	in	action.

techlifemag.ca/electriccar.htm

Story By 
CheRyL MAhAFFy

PhotoS By 
JASOn neSS
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innovate

pEpin importEd thE BugE Kit From BluE sKy dEsign in orEgon, But 
madE so many modiFications, including adding lithium iron phosphatE 
BattEriEs (aBoVE right), that it gEts Four timEs thE rangE oF a typical 
BugE BEForE it nEEds to BE chargEd (aBoVE lEFt).

“a lithiUm-poWErED ElEctric 
VEhiclE – What’s not to loVE?”

Mind	you,	the	first	test	drives	
in	mid-May	tried	Pepin’s	nerves	
with	flat	tires,	an	electrical	fire	
and	other	startup	glitches.	But	
all’s	well	now,	Pepin	says.

Registered	as	a	motorcycle,	
the	BugE	is	a	responsive	little	
thing.	Throttle	up	using	the	right	
handlebar	and	it	reaches	top	cul-
de-sac	speed	in	mere	seconds;	
throttle	back	and	regenerative	
braking	kicks	in,	recovering	energy	
while	helping	to	decelerate.	
Cornering	feels	potentially	tipsy,	
but	with	all	those	batteries	down	
low,	the	BugE	isn’t	likely	to	roll,	
Pepin	says.	Potholes	do	pose	a	
threat,	however,	given	the	near	
lack	of	suspension.

The	vehicle	has	its	naysayers,	
as	Pepin	discovered	upon	
posting	its	specifications	on	an	
electric	vehicle	forum.	One	guy	
scoffed	at	spending	“$15,000	on	
the	equivalent	of	a	souped-up	
moped.”	Another	questioned	how	
much	use	a	“partially	enclosed,	
single-seat	tricycle”	would	get	
during	a	Canadian	winter.

Others	are	intrigued.	A	
front-page	story	in	the	Edmonton	
Journal	led	to	calls	from	the	likes	
of	CHUM	TV,	the	Sherwood	
Park	News,	Breakfast	TV,	Access	
TV	and	the	Discovery	Channel.	
“A	lithium-powered	electric	
vehicle	–	what’s	not	to	love?”	
says	Discovery	Channel	associate	
producer	Amanda	Buckiewicz,	

who	has	earmarked	Pepin	for	a	
fall	special	on	“Alberta’s	best	and	
brightest.”	

The	Reynolds-Alberta	
Museum	in	Wetaskiwin	wants	
the	car	to	join	its	collection	
of	heritage	vehicles.	And	
Edmonton’s	Resurrection	Auto	
is	interested	in	partnering	with	
Pepin	on	future	projects.	“Electrics	
are	the	future,”	says	owner	Ed	
Klapstein.	“I’ve	been	planning	an	
electric	project,	but	my	expertise	
is	everything	but	electronics.	He	
doesn’t	have	a	shop	facility,	so	it	
should	be	a	win-win.”	

The	limelight	may	be	new,	
but	Pepin’s	passion	for	building	
is	lifelong.	A	childhood	peppered	
with	go-karts,	all-terrain	vehicles	
and	electronic	creations	led	Pepin	
to	NAIT’s	Electronic	Engineering	
Technology	program.	

After	graduating	in	1985,	
Pepin	carried	his	inventive	eye	
into	the	workplace,	becoming	the	
go-to	guy	for	custom	designs.	
Freelance	projects	also	came	his	
way:	one-of-a-kind	science	centre	
displays,	oilfield	demonstrations,	
even	a	sewer	overflow	model	
for	the	City	of	Edmonton	that	
dramatizes	the	impact	of	a	
downpour	with	clouds,	rain,	
thunder	and	lightning.	

All	that	creativity	slammed	to	
a	halt	five	years	ago	when	Pepin	
was	hit	by	a	car	while	cycling	and	
sustained	a	severe	concussion.	

WE TEND To FoRgET ThAT ELEcTRIc cARS 
ouTNumbERED gAS IN ThE EARLy DAyS oF 
ThE AuTomobILE. 

1830s

Early	experiments	
with	electric	vehicles	
include	a	carriage	
developed	by	Scottish	
businessman	Robert	
Anderson	and	a	small	
locomotive	built	by	
American	inventor	
Thomas	Davenport.		

1881

Gustave	Trouvé	
invents	an	electric	
tricycle;	later	vehicles	
adopt	a	“horseless	
carriage”	style.			

1896

New	York’s	first	
taxis	–	a	fleet	of	13	
electric	vehicles	–	
go	into	service.

Early 20th century

The	golden	age	for	
electric	vehicles.	
In	1900,	there	are	
1,684	steam,	1,575	
electric	and	963	
gasoline	vehicles	
manufactured	in	the	
United	States.

 1908-1912 

Ford	launches	the	
Model	T.	Along	with	
the	electric	self-
starter	engine,	which	
became	standard	in	
the	Cadillac	in	1912,	
this	helps	set	the	
stage	for	the	demise	
of	the	electric	car.

Early 1920s

Electric	car	
manufacturers	go		
out	of	business	or	
start	building	gas-
powered	cars.		

–	AMANDA	BUCKIEWICz,	DISCOVERY	CHANNEL

–	MARVIN	GARTON,	ATCO	ELECTRIC

1960s
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Early 1920s

Electric	car	
manufacturers	go		
out	of	business	or	
start	building	gas-
powered	cars.		

Searching	for	a	way	to	rev	up	a	
brain	turned	suddenly	sluggish,	
he	invented	an	arcade	game	that	
features	laser	beams,	bombs	and	
a	Chinook	helicopter.	“It	was	way	
more	complex	than	an	electric	
vehicle,	and	I	never	have	finished	
it,”	he	says.	“But	it	did	get	my	
head	going	again.”	

That	is	clear	from	the	
ingenious	yet	low-cost	
conveniences	Pepin	has	built	into	
the	home	he	shares	with	his	wife,	
Leslie,	including	a	reverse	osmosis	
system	that	purifies	water	using	
aquarium	supplies	and	a	radio	
frequency	remote	control	that	
queues	songs	at	lightning	speed.	

Success	in	these	projects,	
coupled	with	significant	advances	
in	battery	technology,	told	Pepin	
it	was	time	to	tackle	his	dream	of	
building	an	electric	vehicle.	

Pepin	is	one	of	a	small	but	
significant	number	of	people	who	
are	putting	electric	vehicles	on	
the	road	despite	foot-dragging	

by	major	manufacturers	and	
auto	dealers,	says	Howard	Hutt,	
president	of	the	Electric	Vehicle	
Society	of	Canada.	Besides	
addressing	the	escalating	
financial	and	environmental	costs	
of	conventional	fuels,	he	adds,	
“the	very	neat	idea	of	plugging	in	
at	home	is	also	a	motive.”

We	tend	to	forget	that	electric	
cars	outnumbered	gas	in	the	
early	days	of	the	automobile,	says	
Marvin	Garton,	superintendent	
of	technology	services	with	
ATCO	Electric.	The	rise	of	the	
internal	combustion	engine	
soon	left	electrics	in	the	dust,	
but	advancing	technology	is	
promising	to	put	them	back	in	the	
running.	“We’ll	need	to	extract	the	
right	distance	at	the	right	price	
from	these	batteries,”	he	says,	
“and	that’s	something	Nap	has	
excelled	in.”	

The	next	car	in	Pepin’s	electric	
quest	is	already	taking	shape.	It’ll	
be	a	fully	enclosed	one-seater	
he	can	safely	drive	to	work	three	
seasons	of	the	year	for	pennies	
a	day	–	or	even	for	free.	Having	
purchased	an	ATV	frame	with	an	
eye	to	incorporating	its	robust	
front	suspension	and	steering	
column,	Pepin’s	on	the	prowl	for	
$50,000	in	sponsorship	–	and	
access	to	the	next	generation	of	
lithium	batteries.	

“I	want	to	build	a	pure	electric	
supercar	that	blows	away	the	
competition,”	he	says.	He’ll	do	
it	for	the	love	of	the	build	–	and	
maybe	some	attention	as	well.		 	

1960s

There’s	renewed	
interest	in	electric	
vehicles,	with	a	
number	of	companies	
converting	existing	
gas	vehicles	to	
electric.	Even	GM	and	
Ford	experiment.

1990 

California	mandates	
the	sale	of	zero	
emission	vehicles,	but	
later	relaxes	the	rules.	

GM	unveils	the	EV1,	
subject	of	the	2006	
documentary,	Who 
Killed the Electric Car?

2008

Nap	Pepin	takes	his	
lithium	BugE	beyond	
his	cul-de-sac	in	
Sherwood	Park.

June 2008

A	new	B.C.	law	means	
municipalities	can	
allow	low-speed	
electric	vehicles	on	
roads	with	a	speed	
limit	of	50	km/h.	On	
Aug.	18,	Victoria	
suburb	Oak	Bay	
becomes	the	first	to	
do	so	–	it’s	also	a	
Canadian	first.

July 15, 2008

Canadians	pay	
record	high	prices	
at	the	pumps.	The	
average	gas	price	
across	the	country	is	
140.1	cents	per	litre,	
according	to	MJ	Ervin	
&	Associates’	weekly	
pump	price	survey.

Starting in 2009

Due	to	customer	
demand	and	
regulatory	
requirements	for	
lower	emissions	and	
better	fuel	economy,	
major	automakers	
plan	to	start	bringing	
new	electric	vehicles	
to	market.



innovate

my GrEAt iDEa
thEsE inVEntors and 
EntrEprEnEurs haVE turnEd 
to noVanait to moVE thEir 
products and companiEs  
to thE nExt lEVEl.

The	SCReAMiRen	is	an	audible	warning	

system	for	fire	trucks,	police	vehicles	and	

ambulances	that	uses	a	mix	of	standard	

and	lower	tones.	The	use	of	the	lower	

tone	is	based	on	the	theory	you	always	

hear	the	bass	from	a	car	that’s	blaring	

music	before	you	see	it.	There’s	also	a	

residential	tone	for	neighbourhood	use.	

The	tones	were	designed	with	SAE-J1849	

(Society	of	Automotive	Engineering)	

standards	in	mind.	

A	self-contained,	fluid-

bearing	device	resembling		

a	coffee	mug,	the	PORtAbLe 

GOLF bALL WASheR	

allows	a	golfer	to	clean	golf	

balls	with	a	few	pumps	

of	a	vertically-protruding	

pumping	handle.

inventor 
Joe	Danyluk,	retired	teacher	

and	practicing	psychologist

inspiration 
“I	was	on	a	course	when	I	

saw	a	fellow	golfer	try	to	

clean	his	ball	with	saliva	

and	a	cloth	because	there	

was	no	usable	conventional	

golf	ball	washer	available,”	

Danyluk	says.	

Status 
Prototype	complete,	

Danyluk	is	now	looking	for	

a	company	to	manufacture	

and	market	it.	

keyStOne 3D teChniCAL SeRviCeS LtD. 

helps	clients	turn	their	ideas	and	

products	into	reality	via	3-D	modelling	

software	and	rapid	prototyping.	The	

company	also	offers	project	management	

services,	helping	inventors	take	their	

ideas	to	production	or	market.	

entrepreneur	
Pete	Van’t	Hoff,	a	grad	of	NAIT’s	

Engineering	Design	and	Drafting	

program

Company development 
Looking	for	new	challenges	and	realizing	

there	was	an	opportunity	to	build	a	

company	that	offered	3-D	modelling	

services,	Van’t	Hoff	decided	to	strike	out	

on	his	own.	Since	arriving	at	the	Duncan	

McNeill	Centre	for	Innovation	in	January,	

he’s	hired	two	employees	and	

has	grown	his	clientele	base.	

Story By 
DOnOvAn FRAnCiS

illuStration By 
tAyLOR ReeSe

inventor 
Trevor	Werstiuk	(completed	NAIT’s	

Emergency	Medical	Responder	course)

inspiration 
“I	read	a	news	story	that	raised	questions	

about	the	use	of	emergency	vehicle	

sirens	in	residential	areas,”	Werstiuk	

says.	“It	inspired	me	to	design	a	system	

of	tones	that	includes	the	‘echo,’	a	tone	

that	is	far	less	jarring	–	especially	at	night	

–	than	conventional	sirens.”

Status 
Prototype	complete,	Werstiuk	is	

developing	a	business	plan	for	a	

company	to	sell	the	Screamiren.	

He’s	also	working	to	get	the	

support	of	emergency	services	

organizations.
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high def
novaNAIT
thE noVanait cEntrE For appliEd rEsEarch 
and tEchnology transFEr is a nEWly crEatEd 
sErVicE arm oF nait that hElps inVEntors and 
EntrEprEnEurs taKE thEir idEas to marKEt. 

|	ˡnōvə – ˡnāt	|noun NovaNAIT	builds	on	services	previously	available	through	the	NAIT	
Department	of	Research	and	Development	including	business	
acceleration	at	the	Duncan	McNeill	Centre	for	Innovation,	applied	
research,	prototype	development	and	manufacturing	solutions	at	the	
NAIT	Shell	Manufacturing	Centre.		New	novaNAIT	services	include	
intellectual	property	management,	assistance	with	patent	applications	

TAKE ThE $10,000 novaNAIT chALLENgE, p. 8.



The	GeOMetRiC COnStRuCtiOn 

unit	automates	70	per	cent	of	home	

construction.	The	machine	builds	and	

extrudes	the	floors,	walls	and	roof	of	a	

building,	complete	with	wiring,	plumbing,	

insulation	and	finishing	coverings.	

inventor 
Ben	Bertrand,	founder	and	CTO	of	

Innovequity

inspiration	
Trying	to	co-ordinate	tradespeople		

during	the	renovation	of	a	12-suite	

apartment	building	led	Bertrand	to	look	

for	a	better	way.	

Status	
Innovequity	has	been	conditionally	

approved	for	a	$600,000	

government	grant	to	build	a	

prototype.

Read	about	Bertrand	and	

Innovequity	CEO	Mark	Holtom’s	

quest	to	revolutionize	home	

construction	(On	the	Brink		

of	Big,	p.	21).

The	ROLLAtOR WheeLChAiR hybRiD	is	

a	motorizing	kit	that	can	be	attached	to	a	

variety	of	four-wheeled	mobility	walkers	

(rollators),	enabling	people	to	use	their	

rollator	for	walking	and	to	convert	it	to	

an	electric	wheelchair	when	they	need	

a	break.	

inventor	
Gary	Kurek,	a	Grade	11	student.	Kurek	

showcased	an	earlier	version	of	his	

project	during	a	science	competition		

at	NAIT.		

inspiration		
Kurek	decided	to	invent	a	mobility	aid	

after	watching	his	grandmother	grow	

weaker	as	a	result	of	cancer.	

Status		
Design	and	construction	of	the	final	

prototype	is	underway	at	NAIT	and	

should	be	complete	this	fall.

Bingo-type	board	games	for	health-

care	providers,	teRMS	and	DRuGS	

are	edutainment	tools	that	review	

medical	terminology	and	drug	dosages,	

respectively.	FiRSt AiD ChALLenGe	and	

ChiLD CARe ChALLenGe	are	prototypes	

of	awareness	games	for	first	aiders	and	

babysitters.

inventor		
NAIT	paramedic	grad	Joe	DeWitte	

is	the	founder	and	president	of	EMS	

Edutainment	Inc.	Her	first	board	game,	

EMS	Challenge,	went	into	production		

in	2006.

Status	
Terms	and	Drugs	are	now	

on	sale.	DeWitte	hopes	to	

license	First	Aid	Challenge	

and	Child	Care	Challenge	to		

a	manufacturer	or	buyer.	
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and	licensing,	regulatory	approvals,	technology	evaluation	and	
marketing,	manufacturability	assessment	and	access	to	accredited	
investors.	NovaNAIT’s	services	are	available	both	to	NAIT	employees	
and	the	community	at	large.

“A	key	element	in	improving	Canada’s	productivity	and	innovation	
capacity,	applied	research	is	the	application	of	new	or	existing	

knowledge	to	solve	real-world	challenges,”	says	Dr.	Ben	Silverberg,	
associate	vice-president	of	Research	and	Innovation.

Over	the	next	four	years,	NAIT	anticipates	creating	four	applied	
research	chairs	funded	by	its	partners.	These	researchers	will	be	
housed	at	the	St.	Albert	Campus,	which	will	be	renovated	early	next	
year	to	provide	additional	research	labs	for	novaNAIT.	
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I n	a	cavernous	factory	in	Barrhead,	the	air	filled	with	
the	scent	of	sawdust	and	the	spastic	rhythm	of	
air-nailers,	Ben	Bertrand	and	Mark	Holtom	look	like	

they’ve	lost	their	way	to	the	boardroom.	Holtom’s	in	
ivory	long-sleeves	and	brown	slacks,	both	accented	with	
pinstripes,	exaggerating	his	tall,	thin	physique.	His	short	
brown	hair	meets	in	a	subtle	peak	reaching	front	to	
back.	Bertrand,	in	a	striped	blue	and	white	shirt,	wears	
a	black	suit,	jacket	closed	by	one	button,	making	him,	
with	his	reddish	mop-top	and	smattering	of	freckles,	
vaguely	Beatle-esque.	Both	wear	expensive-looking	
leather	shoes.	Everyone	else	here	–	a	construction	crew	
of	about	250	–	sports	steel	toes.

	 Blame	youth	–	Bertrand’s	25	years	old,	Holtom,	
27	–	for	their	incongruous	fashion	sense.	But	also	
contributing	is	a	drive	to	create	an	impression	of	
professionalism	and	confidence	around	their	company,	
Innovequity,	and	their	product,	the	Geometric	
Construction	Unit	(GCU),	which	they	predict	will	make	
conventional	building	methods	look	about	as	modern	
as	a	barn-raising.	Once	–	that	is	–	it	actually	exists.	This	
trip	isn’t	so	much	a	sales	pitch	as	it	is	a	subtle	appeal	
for	funding	badly	needed	to	build	a	prototype	of	the	
GCU,	which	will	automatically	build	and	extrude	the	
floors,	walls	and	roof	of	a	building	–	complete	with	wires,	
plumbing,	insulation	and	finishing	coverings.	Luckily,	

Alex	Arrieta,	engineering	manager	here	at	BarrCana	
Homes,	seems	ready	to	buy	in.	Mostly.

He	stands	with	them	at	the	end	of	the	160,000-	
square-foot	facility	where	as	many	as	24	units	a	week	
start	as	platforms	before	receiving	walls,	roofs	and	all	
the	homey	insides	prior	to	being	trucked	away.	“This	
is	where	your	machine	would	go,”	Arrieta	tells	them,	
indicating	a	production	line	devoted	to	the	apartments	
and	townhouses	BarrCana	assembles	from	identical,	
Lego-like	units.	With	respect	to	customized	single-family	
homes,	however,	he	questions	the	GCU’s	capabilities.	

“If	we	have	a	change	in	the	production	line,	your	
machine	will	have	to	adapt,”	he	says.	

“That’s	exactly	what	our	machine	is	designed	to	do,”	
Bertrand	reassures.	

To	be	an	early	adopter,	BarrCana	needs	Innovequity	
to	tailor	their	technology	to	fit	the	company’s	needs.	In	
short,	Arrieta’s	looking	for	a	compromise.	

Bertrand,	Innovequity’s	founder,	chief	technology	
officer	and	inventor	of	the	GCU,	and	Holtom,	the	
company’s	CEO,	once	would	not	even	have	considered	
factory-built	construction	as	a	market	for	their	machine.	
When	they	first	tried	to	commercialize	their	technology,	
the	market	they	were	after	was	the	on-site	construction	
of	single	family	homes.	The	idea	seemed	unassailably	
saleable,	drastically	reducing	the	labour,	time,	danger,	

mARK hoLTom (LEFT) 
AND bEN bERTRAND TouR 
ThE WINALTA homES 
PRoDucTIoN FAcILITy 
WITh PLANT mANAgER 
JohN buSby (cENTRE). 
WINALTA IS ThEIR INDuSTRy 
PARTNER FoR A $600,000  
gRANT APPLIcATIoN.

In 2000, nine per cent of 
small and medium enterprises 
were owned by entrepreneurs 
between the ages of  
25 and 34.

–	INDUSTRY	CANADA

oPPoSITE PAgE:  
ALWAyS WoRKINg.
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waste,	and,	most	importantly,	cost	of	conventional	
construction.	Back	then,	Bertrand	measured	potential	
revenue	in	billions.	

Of	course,	that	was	three	years	ago,	before	costly	
patent	applications,	botched	negotiations	with	investors,	
and	plain	inexperience	forced	them	to	reassess	the	future	
according	to	their	dwindling	bank	accounts.	“We’ve	
gone	from	taking	over	the	world,”	Holtom	will	tell	you,	
“to,	‘Maybe	we	should	take	over	northern	Alberta.’”	And,	
given	some	number-crunching	Bertrand’s	doing	while	
touring	BarrCana,	he’d	agree.	He	estimates	current	annual	
production	to	be	over	a	million	square	feet.	Produce	that	
using	the	GCU,	with	royalties	of	a	few	dollars	per	square	
foot	payable	to	Innovequity,	and	the	answer	suggests	that	
the	time	has	come	to	shift	focus.	Still,	says	Bertrand,	“I	
don’t	think	there’s	any	delusion	on	our	part.	There	was	
early	on,	but	now	we’re	beyond	that.	All	this	struggle,”	he	
adds,	“will	make	success	taste	sweeter	for	sure.”

Bertrand	doesn’t	dwell	on	mistakes.	He	does,	
however,	freely	admit	to	them.

“Founderitis,	that’s	what	I	had,”	he	says.	“Founderitis	
is	when	someone	creates	an	idea,	a	business	model,	
and	they	get	very	high	on	themselves	because	of	it.	
Creating	something	that	has	potential	is	not	something	
everyone	can	do,	and	it	is	something	to	be	proud	of.	But	
if	you	have	founderitis,	you	take	it	to	the	extreme:	you’re	
smarter	than	everyone	else,	you	deserve	to	own	90	per	
cent	of	the	company	forever,	and	it’s	your	way	or	the	
highway.	It’s	a	sickness	–	not	in	the	literal	sense,	but	it	
will	harm	you	greatly.”	

	 Bertrand’s	susceptibility	to	this	“sickness”	may	
have	started	eight	years	ago,	when	he	hired	on	with	a	
local	real	estate	management	and	renovation	business.	
By	18,	he	felt	he’d	done	enough	hands-on	work	to	
purchase	a	duplex.	After	renovating	the	basement	
himself,	he	flipped	it	one	year	later	for	an	$80,000	
profit.	He	did	it	again	with	a	Park	Allen	six-plex,	this	
time	making	$200,000.

“After	that	I	had	all	the	confidence	in	the	world,”		
says	Bertrand,	“so	I	bought	a	12-suite	apartment	
building.”	He	soon	realized	he	was	in	over	his	head.	
Renovating	the	building	and	adding	a	third	storey	went	
from	what	was	expected	to	be	a	six-month	project	to	
a	year-long	struggle	to	co-ordinate	the	tradespeople	
required	to	get	the	apartment	back	into	money-
making	condition.	Desperate	for	a	better	way,	Bertrand	
disappeared	into	his	basement	suite	at	his	Grandma’s	
house,	spending	the	next	year	bringing	the	GCU	to	life	
in	the	form	of	computer-animated	renderings.

	 	“I’ve	always	had	a	technical	mind,”	says	Bertrand,	
who	has	no	formal	post-secondary	education.	“I	like	
the	function	of	things.	If	you	look	at	the	machine	it’s	
not	that	complicated;	it’s	just	a	matter	of	fastening	
materials	together.”

	 But	even	after	joining	forces	with	Holtom	about	
two	and	a	half	years	ago	–	following	a	meeting	arranged	

through	friends	of	friends	and	convincing	the	computer	
company	owner	to	quit	the	world	of	databases	and	
desktop	support	–	Innovequity	floundered.

“It	was	a	year	and	a	half	at	least	of	extreme	difficulty,”	
says	Bertrand.	Without	a	prototype	and	experienced	
management,	investors	proved	wary.	“That	was	our	
education,”	he	adds.	“We	learned	the	hard	way.	I	was	–		
I	won’t	say	arrogant	–	but	too	confident.”

A	fine	line	separates	the	two.	Two	summers	ago,	
Bertrand	and	Holtom	discussed	their	technology	with	
Don	Oborowsky,	president	and	CEO	of	Waiward	
Steel,	one	of	North	America’s	most	automated	steel	
fabricators.	When	the	industry	veteran	suggested	the	
GCU’s	most	immediate	potential	lay	in	no-frills	work-
camp	construction,	Bertrand	refused,	discontented,	
thinking	the	market	too	limited	compared	to	residential	
construction.	

“If	you	put	$10	million	into	this	you	could	be	building	
high-rises	right	away,”	he	recalls	thinking.	“But	at	the	
time	Oborowsky	wanted	to	start	small.	And	he	was	right.”

Randy	Thompson,	CEO	of	the	VentureAlberta	
Forum,	which	unites	select	start-ups	like	Innovequity	
with	investors,	has	seen	Bertrand’s	attitude	before.	“One	
of	the	things	we	teach,”	he	says,	“is:	Do	you	want	to	be	
rich	or	do	you	want	to	be	king?”	To	be	rich	–	and	quickly	
build	a	solid	company	–	Thompson	says	forfeiting	some	
control	is	essential.	“If	you	grow	it	properly	and	you’re	
sitting	with	20	per	cent	of	a	$20-million	company,	well,	
that’s	better	than	100	per	cent	of	a	$1-million	company.”

But	to	get	there,	he	says,	you	also	need	established,	
deep-pocketed	customers	like	Oborowsky.	With	a	
chance	to	right	past	wrongs,	Bertrand	would	have	
entered	that	meeting	more	open-mindedly.	“We’d	be	
years	further	along	if	we	had,”	he	says.	“It	hurts.”

“But	then	we	would	have	been	two	years	less	
experienced	moving	into	the	stage	we’re	at	now,”	says	
Holtom,	offering	the	positive	spin	as	the	guy	responsible,	
as	he	puts	it,	“for	shaking	hands	and	kissing	babies.”

Innovequity	attributes	much	of	that	experience	
to	the	support	they’ve	received	from	staff	at	NAIT’s	
Prototype	Development	Program	and	Duncan	McNeill	
Centre	for	Innovation,	where	they’ve	had	an	office	
since	summer	2007.	That	guidance	has	helped	bring	
the	project	to	where	it	currently	stands:	Bertrand	and	
Holtom	guess	that	within	nine	months,	Innovequity	
will	finally	start	generating	its	own	revenue,	rather	than	
being	sustained	by	the	pair’s	occasional	real	estate	
dealings	and	investor	financing.	

	 “Having	the	NAIT	name	attached	to	us	gives	
us	credibility,”	says	Holtom,	who	doesn’t	soon	foresee	
himself	and	Bertrand	vacating	the	centre.	“It	offers	a	
sense	of	comfort	to	everyone	who	deals	with	us.”

	 Moreover,	that	relationship	has	given	them	
access,	through	the	Prototype	Development	Program,	to	
government	funding	to	cover	half	of	the	$200,000	price	
tag	for	mechanical	drawings	of	the	GCU,	as	well	as	to	
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the	engineers	who	produced	the	drawings,	and	to	the	
NAIT	Shell	Manufacturing	Centre,	where	the	first	few	
pieces	of	their	prototype	were	cut.	The	full	prototype,	
which	will	cost	$550,000,	will	be	outsourced	to		
Option	Industries	for	fabrication	later	this	year.	

David	Burry,	co-ordinator	of	NAIT’s	Prototype	
Development	Program,	serves	as	an	advisor	to	
Innovequity,	helping	Bertrand	and	Holtom	with	
budgeting,	making	the	industry	and	government	
contacts	needed	for	prototype	development,	and,	
ultimately,	with	achieving	sustainability	–	sooner		
rather	than	later.

Funding	aside,	he	says,	“With	Innovequity,	it’s	just	
a	matter	of	taking	what’s	finished	on	paper	and	making	
it.	And	given	the	hours	already	spent	on	the	project,	I’m	
very	confident	that,	out	of	the	box,	it’s	going	to	be	an	
impressive	machine.”

	 But	there’s	more	to	it	than	drawings,	says	Burry.	
“Successful	entrepreneurs	take	the	risk	and	decide	to	try	

to	grow	what	it	is	they	have	a	passion	for.	That’s	the	key:	
the	passion.”	In	Bertrand	and	Holtom,	who	represent	
the	biggest	project	he’s	managed	to	date,	Burry	sees	
that	manifesting	almost	to	an	extreme.	In	short,	he	says,	

“That’s	their	life.”
	 “There	have	been	many	times	when	I	wished	

that	I	hadn’t	come	up	with	this	idea	and	just	focused	
on	my	real	estate	business,”	says	Bertrand.	Not	only	
is	he	certain	he’d	already	be	a	multimillionaire,	but	he	
wouldn’t	have	invented	something	that	has	become	
nothing	short	of	an	obsession.	But,	“This	is	how	the	
world	progresses,”	says	Bertrand,	“by	people	who	are	
obsessed	by	something	like	this.”

His	drive	is	obvious.	At	BarrCana,	he	asks	every	
manager	he	meets	if	he’s	seen	the	Innovequity	DVD	
presentation	sent	a	few	months	earlier,	pressing	even	
president	and	CEO	John	Bennett.	While	Bennett	
admits	he	hasn’t	yet	seen	the	DVD,	he	says	he	plans	to.	
“Presentations	and	videos	are	one	thing,”	he	adds,		

ShAWN bRoWN (LEFT) 
AND WARREN bERgEN 
(RIghT) oF WEbbco 
INTERNATIoNAL, A REAL 
ESTATE DEvELoPmENT 
AND vENTuRE cAPITAL 
coRPoRATIoN, ARE 
RESPoNSIbLE FoR 
coNNEcTINg bEN 
bERTRAND AND mARK 
hoLTom (cENTRE) To 
NAIT’S PRoToTyPINg 
SERvIcES.

Small businesses spend far 
less on R&D than larger firms, 
but as a percentage of their 
revenue, they spend more. 

–	STATISTICS	CANADA
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Editor’s note:  
On Sept. 8, 2008, 
Innovequity was conditionally 
approved for a $600,000 
government grant to build a 
prototype of the Geometric 
Construction Unit. “It’s 
definitely the best thing 
that’s ever happened to the 
company,” Bertrand says.

“but	when	can	we	start	working	on	this	and	planning	for	
the	future?”	For	him,	automation	means	new	markets	
and	increasing	production	capacity	–	a	necessity	for	
keeping	up	with	local	competitors	like	Winalta,	which	
has	also	expressed	keen	interest	in	the	GCU.

Back	at	Waiward	Steel,	Oborowsky	swears	by	such	
innovations.	“I’ve	had	a	mindset	all	my	life	that	there’s	
always	a	better,	faster	way	to	do	absolutely	anything,”	
says	the	59-year-old,	and	that’s	something	needed	by	
the	homebuilding	industry,	where	“the	most	advanced	
technology	introduced	over	the	last	50	years,”	he	chides,	

“is	the	cordless	drill.”	In	other	words,	homebuilders	
may	need	Innovequity	as	much	as	Innovequity	needs	
them.	That,	he	says,	makes	the	GCU	the	billion-
dollar	idea	Bertrand	has	always	believed	it	to	be	–	for	
Innovequity	and	whoever	partners	with	them.	“If	I	was	
15	years	younger,	I’d	be	that	guy,”	says	Oborowsky,	a	
grad	of	NAIT’s	Carpentry	program	and	member	of	the	
Institute’s	Board	of	Governors.		

“I	would	start	building	houses	like	nobody	has	ever		
seen	before.”

Returning	to	Edmonton,	Holtom	sits	behind	the	
wheel	of	the	BMW	sedan	he	borrowed	from	his	uncle,	
a	car	he	claims	he	couldn’t	currently	hope	to	afford.	
Bertrand’s	in	the	back	seat,	seeming	energized	and	
excited.	Perhaps	he’s	still	crunching	numbers.	Perhaps	
he	has	decided	that	the	numbers	are	beyond	him,	that	
the	future	is	unquantifiable,	limitless.	And	though	
he	won’t	relinquish	his	dream	of	seeing	Innovequity	
technology	build	high-rises,	he	seems	satisfied	with	the	
idea	that	getting	there	means	starting	somewhat	small.	
He	looks	out	the	window	as	they	pass	Winalta,	its	yard	
filled	with	finished	mobile	homes.	Minutes	up	the	road,	
they	pass	another,	slightly	smaller	facility.	

“How	come	technology	like	ours	hasn’t	been	
invented	yet?”	Bertrand	asks.	Then,	in	a	tone	of	obvious,	
even	if	mild,	contentment	he	adds,	“There	are	hundreds	
of	these	factories	across	Western	Canada.”		
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Approximately	20	feet	long	and	eight	

feet	wide,	the	Geometric	Construction	

Unit	(GCU)	vaguely	resembles	a	giant	

printer.

The	GCU	is	loaded	with	conventional	

building	materials,	including	pre-made	

joists	and	oriented	strand	board,	as	

well	as	wires	and	tubes	for	electrical,	

plumbing,	heating,	cooling	and	data	

communications.

The	GCU	elevates	itself	and,	substituting	

studs	for	joists,	produces	walls	complete	

with	window	cutouts,	directly	on	top	of	

the	fl	oor.	The	technology	can	also	apply	

exterior	wall	fi	nishes,	as	well	as	interior	

wall	fi	nishes,	ceiling	fi	nishes	and	vapour	

barriers.	

While	the	GCU	automates	much	

of	the	construction	process,	

Innovequity	still	requires	a	crew	

of	about	fi	ve.

Once	the	GCU	automatically	fastens	

the	fi	rst	board	to	the	top	and	bottom	of	

the	leading	joist,	a	winch	slowly	pulls	

the	new	fl	oor,	complete	with	necessary	

wiring,	tubes	and	insulation,	across	

the	foundation.	The	GCU	continues	

to	nail	board	to	joist	according	to	

measurements	programmed	into	

the	machine.

SPOOLS OF 

FLeXibLe PiPe

JOiStS

FiniSheS

StuDS

bOARDS

Web Extra
Video	demonstration	at

techlifemag.ca/innovequity.htm

Workers	manually	remove	the	exterior	

fi	nish	for	the	windows.	

illuStration By 
tAyLOR ReeSe

GeOMetRiC

COnStRuCtiOn

unit
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It's All In A Day's Work

Floor	panels	have	the	structure’s	

blueprint	marked	on	them,	as	well	as	all	

cutouts	for	fi	xtures	on	the	walls,	fl	oors	

and	ceilings.	

The	GCU	automates	the	construction	

process,	but	it	doesn’t	preclude	custom	

design.	The	GCU	is	able	to	build	multi-

storey	homes	of	various	designs;	even	

high-rises	are	possible.	

With	its	automated	technology,	

Innovequity	believes	it	can	build	70	per	

cent	of	a	home	in	one	day,	with	a	crew	of	

fi	ve,	saving	roughly	$35	per	square	foot	

compared	to	conventional	construction	

methods.

Additional	contractors	would	be	required	

to	complete	the	rest	of	the	fi	nishing	work,	

which	includes	installing	the	fl	oor	fi	nish,	

interior	trim,	cabinets,	fi	xtures,	interior	

doors	and	appliances.

Workers	connect	electrical	and	

mechanical	wires	and	piping	to	

fi	xtures	and	boxes.

WiReLeSS 

LiGht 

SWitCh

Workers	install	

waterproof	roof	fi	nish,	

exterior	trim,	windows,	

glass	systems,	exterior	

doors	and	additional	

insulation	around	

windows	and	doors.

Workers	cut,	

plate	and	

position	panels	

created	by	the	

GCU.

dEspEratE For a BEttEr Way to Build a housE, BEn BErtrand inVEntEd a machinE that hE BEliEVEs 
can put up most oF a 1,200-squarE-Foot homE on sitE in onE day With thE hElp oF a FiVE-
pErson crEW. tWElVE hours aFtEr thE machinE has BEEn loadEd With raW Building 
matErials, all that rEmains arE thE Finishing touchEs.  
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Defining	the	characteristics	of	an	entrepreneur	is	not	an	
easy	undertaking	as	the	skills	and	attitudes	considered	
desirable	can	change	over	time	and	can	be	influenced	
by	the	entrepreneur’s	particular	environment.	One	of	
the	best	summaries,	however,	comes	from	the	work	of	
the	late	Jeffry	Timmons,	professor	of	entrepreneurship	
at	Babson	College	and	author	of	more	than	20	books	
and	100	articles	or	papers,	including	the	groundbreaking	
book	The Entrepreneurial Mind. 

Timmons	identified	six	themes	of	attitudes	and	
behaviours	found	in	many	entrepreneurs.	

Committed and determined –	Entrepreneurs	are	
prepared	to	make	sacrifices	to	follow	their	dreams	and	
can	be	most	persistent	in	solving	problems.

Leadership –	Entrepreneurs	are	self-starters,	but	are	not	
lone	wolves	and	are	adept	at	team-building.	

tolerant of risk, ambiguity and uncertainty –	Not	
exceptionally	high	risk-takers,	entrepreneurs	are	defined	
more	properly	as	calculated	risk-takers.	They	can	
manage	contradictions	in	uncertain	situations	and	can	
tolerate	stress	and	conflict.

Creative, self-reliant and adaptable –	Many	
entrepreneurs	are	good	lateral	thinkers,	quick	learners	
and	don’t	fear	failure.

Opportunity obsessed –	Entrepreneurs	are	focused	on	
creating	and	enhancing	value	in	their	marketplaces.

Motivated to excel –	Entrepreneurs	have	realistic	
perspectives	about	themselves	and	are	aware	of	their	
weaknesses	and	strengths.	With	this,	they	are	driven	to	
achieve	and	grow.	They	are	goal-	and	results-oriented.

do you fIt thE profilE?
NAIT buSINESS 
INSTRucToR  
JAy KRySLER oN 
ThE PERSoNALITy 
TRAITS oF AN 
ENTREPRENEuR

Web Extra
Find	out	if	you	have	what	it	
takes	to	start	a	business.

techlifemag.ca/quizzes.htm

innoVEquity’s automatEd homE construction 
tEchnology promisEs saVings oF timE and 
monEy – a promisE haBitat For humanity hopEs 
Will hElp morE FamiliEs gEt out oF thE monthly 
‘do i pay thE rEnt or do i Buy grocEriEs?’ 
prEdicamEnt.

noW and WhEn
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Building	a	1,200-square-foot	house	in	a	factory	using	conventional	
construction	methods	takes	930	hours,	according	to	Ben	Bertrand	and	
Mark	Holtom’s	industry	research.	They	believe	they	can	significantly	
reduce	that	time.	By	automating	the	process	with	Innovequity’s	
Geometric	Construction	Unit	(GCU),	a	floor	for	a	similar	structure	–	
complete	with	the	necessary	utilities	and	finishing	coverings	–	would	
take	approximately	30	minutes.	Add	roughly	three	more	hours	for	
four	walls	and	a	roof,	one	to	load	the	GCU	with	necessary	materials,	
and	three	to	erect	the	structure,	and	the	house	is	about	70	per	cent	
complete	after	a	day’s	work.	A	crew	of	five	would	then	spend	a	week	
putting	on	the	finishing	touches.	Final	tally:	about	300	hours	of	labour	
per	home.	Overall,	Innovequity	puts	potential	savings	over	conventional	
construction	methods	at	$35	per	square	foot.

Especially	when	combined	with	increased	production	capacity,	those	
savings	are	particularly	appealing	to	Alfred	Nikolai,	president	and	CEO	
of	Habitat	for	Humanity	Edmonton.	When	Innovequity	recently	went	
looking	for	an	opportunity	to	showcase	the	GCU,	Habitat,	a	non-profit	
organization	that	builds	affordable	homes	for	families	in	need,	was	a	
perfect	fit.	Even	with	100	volunteer	workers	a	day,	building	a	Habitat	
home	still	takes	two	weeks.	For	Nikolai,	any	innovation	that	will	help	
Habitat	go	from	the	32	homes	it	will	complete	in	the	Edmonton	area	this	
year	to	the	50	it’s	aiming	for	in	2009	will	mean	fewer	families	facing	a	
hard	decision.	

“Affordability	depends	on	the	length	of	time	it	takes	to	build	a	house,”	
explains	Nikolai.	“If	we	can	reduce	that,	we	can	help	more	families	
get	out	of	the	monthly	‘Do	I	pay	the	rent	or	do	I	buy	groceries?’	
predicament.”	And	if	you	can	do	it	with	a	home	built	by	automated	
technology,	he	says,	all	the	better.	“Because	they’re	built	mechanically,	
everything	is	straight	and	air-tight.	In	essence,	they’re	better	homes.”	
He’s	convinced	the	GCU	will	make	this	possible.	“The	concept,”	says	
Nikolai,	eager	to	put	Innovequity’s	technology	to	work,	“was	an	
enormous	act	of	genius.”

– SCOtt MeSSenGeR

Source:	Innovequity

a 1,200-sqUarE-foot  
factory bUilt homE

COnventiOnAL 
COnStRuCtiOn

GeOMetRiC 
COnStRuCtiOn  

unit

Cost, per sq. ft.

Labour, by hours

Labour costs

$50

300

$7,656

$85

930

$22,320
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AN INSTITuTE oF TEchNoLogy commITTED To STuDENT SuccESS
www.nait.ca

NAIT’s	two	baccalaureate	degrees	fill	a	gap	identified	by	business	and	industry		
for	competent	professionals	who	combine	strong	technical	backgrounds	with	the	
multi-faceted	skills	needed	for	managerial	roles.	

Both	of	these	degrees	–	not	available	anywhere	else	in	Alberta	–	offer	full-time,		
part-time	and	online	study	options.

bachelor of technology in 
technology management 
(btech)
•	 Your	two-year	applied	science	or	engineering	technology	

diploma	qualifies	for	entry	into	Year	3.

•	 Get	a	global	perspective,	focused	on	social,	economic,	
ethical	and	environmental	issues.

•	 Develop	critical	thinking,	problem	solving	and	project	
management	skills.

Start in January or September – apply now! 
www.nait.ca/btech

unIQuE dEGrEEs for 
AdVAncEd skIlls

bachelor of business 
administration in enterprise 
management (bba)
•	 Students	with	a	business	diploma	can	enter	Year	3	directly		

or	with	minimal	bridging.

•	 Focus	on	founding	and	managing	a	business	enterprise.

•	 Develop	skills	in	analysis	and	decision-making,	with	
considerations	to	social	responsibility	and	social	capital.

Apply now to start next fall. 
www.nait.ca/degreebba

btech information Sessions
Edmonton 
Thurs.	Nov.	6,	7	pm,	Shaw	Theatre,	Main	Campus
Tues.	Dec.	2,	7	pm,	Room	X215,	Main	Campus
Calgary
Wed.	Nov.	5,	7	pm,	816-55	Ave	NE
Thurs.	Dec.	4,	7	pm,	816-55	Ave	NE



NAIT helps you meet these challenges at the new

NAIT Spartan Centre for Instrumentation Technology!

SPARTAN CONTROLSwww.spartancontrols.com

In today’s ever-changing world there are 
challenges and opportunities...
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NAIT helps you meet these challenges at the new

NAIT Spartan Centre for Instrumentation Technology!

SPARTAN CONTROLSwww.spartancontrols.com

In today’s ever-changing world there are 
challenges and opportunities... 26,500 Albertans have 

become more energy 
efficient thanks to climate 
change central programs. 
14,000 have bought new 
clothes 
washers, 
saving 
enough 
water to 
fill west Edmonton mall’s 
waterpark 25 times. 6,000 
have traded in their older, 
heavily polluting vehicles. 

clImAtE 
cRUsADE
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 Th
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AT cLImATE chANgE cENTRAL’S (c3) EDmoNToN oFFIcE, ThREE NAIT gRADS ARE DRIvEN by A commoN AND 

AmbITIouS goAL: To ENcouRAgE ALbERTANS To REDucE ThEIR gREENhouSE gAS EmISSIoNS. yET EvEN AS 

PAmELA KoSS, JocELyN KWoNg AND KAREN hAugEN-KoZyRA hELP ALbERTANS mAKE gREENER choIcES, 

ThEIR JobS AT c3 hAvE LED ThEm To ASSESS ThEIR oWN cARboN FooTPRINTS.

1983 1997 2001

Haugen-Kozyra	graduates	

from	biological Sciences 
at nAit.	She	goes	on	
to	complete	a	Bachelor	

of	Science	in	Plant	

Pathology	and	a	master’s	

in	Soil	Microbiology	

and	Biochemistry	at	the	

University	of	Alberta.

Carbon	has	been	a	constant	theme	in	her	

work	and	by	1997,	Haugen-Kozyra	says,	

global	warming	is	on	her	radar.	

After	running	an	

environmental	consulting	

company	from	her	

home	for	six	years,	

Haugen-Kozyra	joins	the	

Alberta	Department	of	

Agriculture	and	Rural	

Development,	where	she	

later	helps	shape	the	

national	carbon	market	

policy	for	the	agricultural	

sector.

PAMeLA kOSS

Program manager for several consumer-
based energy effi ciency projects

“Providing	incentives	is	one	of	the	steps	we	
use	to	get	through	to	people.	First	you	break	
down	the	barriers	and	then	you	add	education	
as	to	why	certain	products	are	better.”

JOCeLyn kWOnG

Program co-ordinator

“The	simple	act	of	answering	a	phone	call	
from	someone	looking	for	information	
on	energy	effi	cient	products	is	fulfi	lling	
because	I	know	I	am	providing	education	on	
greener	choices.”

kARen hAuGen-kOzyRA

Director, Policy Development and Offsets 
Solutions team

“Alberta	is	always	considered	the	‘bad	
boy	of	Confederation’	when	it	comes	to	
greenhouse	gases,	but	the	inconvenient	
truth	is	that	we	are	taking	action	while	
others	are	just	talking	about	it.”

Story By 
PhOebe Dey

PhotoS By 
JOhn bOOk, 
LeiGh FRey 
AnD SuPPLieD

NAIT	bilingual business 
Administration	diploma	

in	hand,	Koss	joins	C3	as	

offi	ce	manager	of	the	new	

Edmonton	branch.	

The	job	offers	Koss	more	

than	just	the	opportunity	

for	professional	growth.	

When	she	started	at	C3	

she	“would	recycle	and	

wouldn’t	litter,	but	that’s	

about	it.	When	your	

entire	work	life	revolves	

around	conservation	and	

the	environment,	your	

beliefs,	your	values	and	

your	life	start	to	change.”

Koss’s	daily	choices	

to	reduce	her	carbon	

footprint	are	now	

automatic,	and	include	

bussing	to	work,	

retrofi	tting	her	home	

and	unplugging	the	

coffeemaker	and	her	

boyfriend’s	cellphone	

charger	when	not	in	use.	

“A plugged-in microwave	
will	waste	more	energy	

when	it’s	not	in	use	than	

it	will	in	actual	operation	

over	its	entire	lifetime,”	

Koss	says.

cLImATE chANgE 
cENTRAL or c3, 
a puBlic-priVatE 
not-For-proFit 
organization 
dEdicatEd 
to rEducing 
grEEnhousE 
gas Emissions 
in alBErta, 
launchEs.

thE Kyoto 
protocol is 
ratiFiEd in 
japan. thE 
trEaty commits 
industrial 
countriEs 
to rEducing 
grEEnhousE gas 
Emissions an 
aVEragE oF FiVE 
pEr cEnt BEloW 
1990 lEVEls 
BEtWEEn 2008 
and 2012.
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Seconded	to	C3,	

Haugen-Kozyra	helps	

develop	standards	

and	infrastructure	for	

Alberta’s carbon offset 
market, the fi rst of its 
kind in	North	America.	

The	offset	market	is	a	

system	for	developing,	

buying	and	selling	

emissions	reductions	

or	offsets.	It’s	one	

option	to	help	regulated	

large	emitters	reduce	

their	greenhouse	gas	

emissions.	

“Because	we	work	at	

Climate	Change	Central,	

we’re	expected	to	do	

more	than	the	average	

person,”	says	Haugen-

Kozyra,	“so	I	work	hard	

to	reduce	my	carbon	

footprint.”	She	bikes 
28 kilometres	to	and	
from	work,	buys	carbon	

credits	from	Air	Canada	

to	offset	emissions	when	

she	fl	ies	and	buys	Energy	

Star	appliances	when	

her	budget	allows	for	

replacements.

C3	runs	a	three-month	campaign	encouraging	Albertans	

to	buy	high-effi	ciency	furnaces.	A	total	of	4,000	

furnaces	are	replaced.	Over	10	years,	homeowners	

will	collectively save $15 million	and	reduce	their	
greenhouse	gas	emissions	by	90,000	tonnes	(equivalent	

to	taking	16,484	cars	off	the	road	for	one	year).

C3’s	Hail	a	Hybrid	program	helps	fi	ve	taxi	drivers	

buy	hybrids.	The	pilot	project	shows	that	a	fl	eet	

of	fi	ve	hybrid	cabs	would	use	58 per cent less 
fuel	than	a	fl	eet	of	fi	ve	Ford	Crown	Victorias,	a	

conventional	Alberta	taxi.	At	94	cents	per	litre	

(and	gas	is	much	higher	now),	C3	estimates	the	

hybrid	fl	eet	would	save	$45,000	a	year.

Promoted	to	program	

co-ordinator,	Kwong	now	

helps	run	Car	Heaven.	

Since	launching	in	2003,	

the	program	has	taken	

more	than	6,000 older, 
heavy polluters	off	
Alberta	roads	by	offering	

motorists	incentives	to	

turn	in	their	vehicles	for	

scrapping	or	recycling.	

Incentives	include	GM	

credits,	transit	passes	and	

bicycles.		

Popular	opinion	

about	climate	change	

has	shifted	in	recent	

years,	Haugen-Kozyra	

says.	“To	see	how	

it’s	progressed	is	

amazing.	We’re	now	

99	per	cent	certain	

of	the	impact	and	

years	ago	I	would	go	

to	present	to	farm	

groups	and	hear	

snickers	about	what	I	

was	saying.	Now,	it’s	

backyard barbecue 
language	and	is	front	
and	centre	in	people’s	

minds.”

One	year	after	its	

launch,	Alberta’s	

carbon	offset	market	

has	led	to	emissions	

reductions	of	1.5 
million tonnes, 
equivalent	to	taking	

nearly	274,725	cars	off	

the	road	for	one	year,	

mostly	by	reducing	

tillage	and	using	more	

wind	power.	“We’re	

often	labelled	big	bad	

‘Oilberta,’	but	with	this	

carbon	market,	we	are	

showing	that	reducing	

emissions	can	be	

done,”	Haugen-Kozyra	

says.

Haugen-Kozyra	joins	

C3	permanently.

Koss	leads	a	pilot	

project	with	a	major	

oil	and	gas	company	

that,	in	a	new	take	on	

employee benefi ts, 
provides	incentives	for	

staff	to	make	energy	

effi	cient	changes	at	

home.

Kwong	plays	a	key	

role	in	designing	C3’s	

new	offi	ce, a model 
of green design.	The	
new	space	incorporates	

recycled	wood	trim	and	

carpets,	local	and	rapidly	

renewable	materials,	low	

VOC	(volatile	organic	

compounds)	paint	and	

a	lighting	plan	that	uses	

as	much	daylight	as	

possible	to	reduce	energy	

consumption.	

al gorE’s acadEmy 
aWard-Winning 
documEntary, 
“an inconVEniEnt 
truth,” along With 
his lEcturEs and 
BooK, hElp put 
climatE changE 
on thE puBlic 
agEnda, latEr 
Earning gorE thE 
2007 noBEl pEacE 
prizE, Which hE 
sharEd With thE un 
intErgoVErnmEntal 
panEl on climatE 
changE.

After	graduating	from	

Offi	ce	and	Records	

Administration,	Kwong	

becomes	offi	ce	

manager,	replacing	

Koss	who	is	promoted	

to	program	manager.	

Like	Koss,	Kwong	

knows very little 
about climate change 
or	conservation	when	

she	joins	C3.	“Now	

recycling	is	second	

nature.	CFL	(compact	

fl	uorescent	light)	

bulbs	are	in	our	

home,	and	I	use	

transit	where	we	once	

carpooled.	The	toaster	

is	unplugged	as	soon	

as	it’s	used.	Being	here	

has	changed	the	way	

I	live.”

closE to 26,500 
alBErtans haVE 
BEcomE morE 
EnErgy EFFiciEnt 
thanKs to c3’s 
consumEr-BasEd 
programs.

Visit 
climatEchangEcEntral.
com to lEarn morE 
aBout thE changEs 
Koss, KWong and 
haugEn-Kozyra haVE 
madE and to Find EnErgy 
EFFiciEncy tips, VidEos, 
stEp-By-stEp guidEs and 
inFormation on upcoming 
consumEr rEBatE 
programs. 

Thanks	to	a	C3	incentive	program,	

Albertans	purchase	nearly	14,000	

energy	and	water	effi	cient	clothes	

washers.	The	amount	of	water	saved	

through	the	program	is	enough	to	fi	ll	

the	West	Edmonton	Mall	waterpark	

25	times	over.







naitspaces bUilDing EnVironmEnt tEchnology
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lEArn to kEEP coolPhoto By
LeiGh FRey
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NAIT JohNSoN coNTRoLS cENTRE  
FoR buILDINg ENvIRoNmENT TEchNoLogylEArn to kEEP cool

HVAC	Specialist	certificate	
students	in	the	Air	Flow	Lab	
–	one	of	four	labs	equipped	
with	the	latest	technology	in	
the	NAIT	Johnson	Controls	
Centre	for	Building	Environment	
Technology.	The	entire	facility	
is	wired	with	ASHRAE	BACnet	
protocol,	which	allows	a	
common	language	to	control	
the	refrigeration,	heating,	
ventilation	and	air	conditioning	
systems	and	increases	the	
use	of	sustainable	technology.	
Used	to	train	the	HVAC	
Specialist	certificate	and	the	
Building	Environmental	System	
Technology	diploma	students,	
the	centre’s	capacity	has	
doubled	and	will	accomodate	
future	plans	to	train	
Refrigeration	apprentices.		



naitspaces firEplacEs

cozy cAmPus 
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firEplacEs

FAvouRITE  
hoT SPoTScozy cAmPus 

Left,	encased	in	a	glass	tower,	flames	dance	in	the	fireplace	
that	divides	the	NAIT	Spartan	Centre	for	Instrumentation	
Technology	and	the	NAIT	Petro-Canada	Centre	for	Millwright	
Technology,	built	in	2007.	Below,	the	fireplace	at	the	students'	
association	office	lounge	was	added	in	2006	during	a	
renovation.	Bottom,	installed	in	2002,	the	fireplace	in	the	HP	
Centre	is	a	favourite	gathering	place	for	students.

PhotoS By
JASOn neSS AnD 
evAn WiLL
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naitspaces cEntrE for cUlinary arts

PhotoS By
JASOn neSS

hoKANSoN cENTRE hoSTS 24-houR PRAcTIcE FoR WoRLD cuLINARy comPETITIoN
olymPIc trAInInG VEnuE

Web Extra
Video	and	photo	updates	from	the	
competition	in	Germany.	

techlifemag.ca/culinaryolympics.htm  
flickr.com/nait

Right,	Team	NAIT	competitors	prepare	
to	glaze	the	creations	they	have	spent	
hours	preparing	during	their	final	
marathon	practice	session	before		
the	Culinary	Olympics	in	Germany,	
Oct.	19	to	22.	Food	in	the	Olympic	
competition	is	prepared	hot	but	
presented	cold;	the	glaze	preserves		
the	creations	for	presentation.
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cEntrE for cUlinary arts

hoKANSoN cENTRE hoSTS 24-houR PRAcTIcE FoR WoRLD cuLINARy comPETITIoN
olymPIc trAInInG VEnuE

Left,	coaches,	team	members	and	volunteers	spent	almost	24	hours	
in	the	kitchen	during	this	mid-September	training	session	for	the	
world’s	largest	food	competition.	The	five	Team	NAIT	competitors,	
who	are	either	current	students	or	recent	grads	of	NAIT’s	culinary	
programs,	know	the	long	hours	are	needed	in	order	to	compete	
against	the	best	chefs	in	the	world.	

The	Hokanson	Centre	for	Culinary	Arts	is	home	to	the	School	of	
Hospitality	and	Culinary	Arts,	which	includes	Ernest’s	dining	room	
(immediate	left).
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thrEE topical 

quEstions For 10 

intErEsting pEoplE

people 3 qUEstions; 10 pEoplE
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JOe DeWitte  PAGE f 18
Alum; Founder and president, EMS 
Edutainment Inc. 

hero:	My	mom.	You’d	have	to	be	
a	superhero	to	have	put	up	with	
me	as	a	teenager	and	still	love	me.

Social media:	YouTube,	for	
entertainment	and	research.

invention:	The	ability	to	fly.		
We	can	travel	anywhere	we	want	
and	learn	about	other	countries.

JeReMy FuRzeR PAGE f 52
Alum; Co-inventor of the 
Thermablade

hero:	Canadian	Forces	members	
serving	in	Afghanistan	–	they	are	
so	loyal	to	Canada	and	our	values	
that	they	are	willing	to	put	their	
lives	in	harm’s	way.	

Social media:	Industry	forum	
Mine	Info.	Occasionally	I	read	
hockey	blogs	to	see	what	people	
are	saying	about	Thermablade.	

invention:	The	automobile	–		
I	relate	my	life’s	adventures	more	
to	my	car	than	my	PC.	

hARDeeP GiLL PAGE f 56
Associate chair of NAIT’s Bachelor 
of Applied Business – Finance 

hero:	Don’t	have	one.

Social media:	YouTube	and		
Break.com.	

invention:	The	microchip	–	it	
allowed	for	the	development	of	
most	technologies	we	use	today.

JAMeS GRAy PAGE f 11
Alum; Co-inventor of Freemail

hero:	Dick	and	Rick	Hoyt.	For	
29	years,	Dick	has	pushed	his	
son,	who	was	born	a	spastic	
quadriplegic	with	cerebral	palsy	
and	unable	to	speak,	across	
finish	lines	in	nearly	1,000	races	
(teamhoyt.com).

Social media:	Facebook	and		
my	blog.	

invention:	AC	electricity.	

Ruth keLLy
President and CEO of Venture 
Publishing Inc. and publisher and 
editor-in-chief of Alberta	Venture; 
2008 NAIT Honorary Diploma 
recipient

hero:	I	don’t	believe	in	hero	
worship,	though	I	admire	
individuals	who	reach	out	to	those	
in	need.

Social media:	I	experiment	with	all	
forms	of	social	media	to	keep	up	
with	the	industry	in	which	I	work.	

invention:	Gutenberg’s	printing	
press	and	movable	type.

DOn Metz
President of Aquila Productions; 
2008 NAIT Honorary Diploma 
recipient

hero:	My	father	Harry	Metz	was	
my	first	hero	and	to	this	day	I	look	
up	to	him.	

Social media:	Don’t	use	social	
media.	I’m	a	face-to-face	or	phone	
guy.	I	still	handwrite	letters,	
though	I	do	rely	on	my	Blackberry	
to	manage	phone	calls	and	email.

invention: The	computer	is	the	
greatest	modern	day	invention.

GRAhAM MiLLeR PAGE f 12
NAIT instructor, Computer Systems 
Technology

hero:	Terry	Fox.	If	anybody	proved	
you	can	do	anything	with	your	life,	
he	did!

Social media:	MSN,	mostly	to	
keep	in	touch	with	friends	all	over	
the	world.	

invention:	The	wheel	–	it	is	at	the	
heart	of	everything	else	we	have	
ever	built.

undEr thE q
q3: What is thE  

grEatEst inVEntion? 

nAP PePin PAGE f 14
Alum; Builder of the lithium BugE

hero:	Bill	Gates	

Social media:	Technical	forums	to	
problem-solve	and	keep	current	
with	PIC	processor	technology,	
which	is	central	to	most	of	my	
electronics	projects,	and	YouTube	
for	demonstrations.	

invention:	The	PC.	Coupled	with	
the	Internet,	it	is	the	singlemost	
powerful	tool.

ben SiLveRbeRG PAGE f 18
NAIT associate vice-president of 
Research and Innovation 

hero: My	parents	rank	
highest	on	my	list	of	
heroes.	Qualities	
I	most	admire	
include	a	belief	
in	making	a	
difference,	
and	facing	stiff	
opposition,	
persecution	or	
failure	and	growing	
from	it.

Social media:	Digg,	
Twitter,	podcasts,	
StumbleUpon,		
Hacker	News,	Delicious	
and	Facebook.

invention:	Penicillin	
and	the	range	of	
antibiotics	that	
followed.	

SAM SiMPSOn PAGE f 44
Alum; Owner of Edmonton 
Veterinary Rehabilitation Clinic

hero:	Jane	Goodall.	Her	work	
with	primates	is	nothing	short	of	
inspirational.	Her	quote	says	it	all:	
“We	have	the	choice	to	use	the	
gift	of	our	lives	to	make	the	world	
a	better	place.”

Social media:	Facebook,	to	
reconnect	with	past	friends.	

invention:	Digital	camera.	

q1:  Who is  
your hEro?

q2: What social mEdia  
do you usE? 
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people EntrEprEnEUr

cRuISER (LEFT), A gERmAN 
ShEPhERD PoLIcE Dog, hAS A 
gENETIc DISEASE cALLED FIbRoTIc 
myoPAThy. ThANKS To TWIcE-
WEEKLy uLTRASouND TREATmENTS, 
cRuISER IS STILL oN ThE bEAT, 
cATchINg bAD guyS.
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rEhaBilitation tEch sam simpson 
discoVErs ‘thE BEst joB in thE 
World’ is giVing dogs and cats  
a nEW lEasE on liFE. 

Pet project

for	some	entrepreneurs,	starting	a	business	means	breaking	new	ground. For	
Sam	Simpson,	co-owner	of	what	is	believed	to	be	Alberta’s	first	licensed	animal	
rehabilitation	facility	(one	of	only	a	handful	in	Canada),	it	also	means	getting	into		

deep	water	–	literally.	As	a	certified	canine	rehabilitation	technologist,	Simpson	has	
mastered	the	art	of	slipping	into	a	wetsuit	and	climbing	into	a	giant	aquarium-like	tank.	
There	she	puts	dogs	of	all	sizes	–	and	the	occasional	intrepid	cat	–	through	their	paces	on		
an	underwater	treadmill.	

The	Edmonton	Veterinary	Rehabilitation	Clinic	opened	in	February	and	offers	a	range	
of	customized	treatments	aimed	at	reducing	pain	while	increasing	mobility,	strength	and	
endurance.	While	rehab	has	long	been	recognized	as	beneficial	for	humans,	such	therapy	is	
still	uncommon	for	dogs	and	cats.	

Among	the	patients	on	today’s	schedule:	a	handsome	mixed-breed	rescue	from	the	
Caribbean,	recovering	from	a	ruptured	cruciate	ligament	–	one	of	the	most	common	canine	
knee	injuries;	a	stately	golden	retriever	with	bone	cancer,	slated	for	post-surgery	massage;	
and	a	border	collie,	injured	during	agility	training.	In	a	large	sunlit	room,	owners	who	have	
travelled	from	Red	Deer	are	learning	dance-like	exercises	for	their	bichon,	an	arthritis	
sufferer,	while	a	large	elkhound-cross	makes	a	dignified	exit	post-treatment	for	spondylosis	
(degeneration	of	the	spine).	Relaxing	under	the	heat	of	a	deep-muscle	thermal	ultrasound	
is	canine	celebrity	Cruiser,	the	German	shepherd	police	service	dog	responsible	for	tracking	
down	Edmonton’s	notorious	Duggan	Rapist	a	year	after	he	brutally	raped	a	mother	while	
forcing	her	seven-year-old	son	to	watch.	A	genetic	disease	called	fibrotic	myopathy	is	
causing	lameness	in	Cruiser’s	right	rear	leg,	threatening	to	cut	short	his	career	and,	if	it	gets	
bad	enough,	his	life.	Thanks	to	twice-weekly	treatments,	Cruiser	is	still	on	the	beat,	catching	
bad	guys.	

“It’s	made	a	big	difference,”	says	Cruiser’s	handler,	Acting	Sgt.	Tom	Bechthold.	“He’s	just	
a	year	away	from	retirement	and	hopefully	these	sessions	will	keep	him	active	until	then.”	

Nearby	another	star	patient,	Buffy,	prepares	to	swim	for	her	life.	A	feisty	six-year-old	
miniature	dachshund,	Buffy	became	completely	paralyzed	within	24	hours	of	rupturing	a	
disc	in	her	lower	back.	Although	success	was	not	guaranteed,	owners	Heather	and	Craig	
Montgomerie	chose	surgery	rather	than	to	put	her	down	–	a	decision	they’d	sadly	had	to	
make	for	their	previous	daxi	at	the	same	age	and	with	the	same	injury.	After	surgery	left	
Buffy	pain-free	but	still	unable	to	stand	without	support,	the	Montgomeries	decided	to	try	
aggressive	rehabilitation	on	the	surgeon’s	recommendation.	Buffy	started	underwater	treadmill	
and	additional	therapy	almost	immediately.	Within	two	weeks,	she’d	taken	her	first	steps.	

Story By
LiSA RiCCiOtti

PhotoS By 
LeiGh FRey

An estimated 47 per cent of small and 
medium enterprises are owned, at least 
in part, by women.

–	STATISTICS	CANADA
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“It was a very emotional moment, enough to make your heart leap 
out of your chest,” says Simpson, who spent hours splashing with Buffy. 
“I’m lucky to do what I do; I have the best job in the world.”

Simpson describes Buffy as “a fighter, a very determined 
personality.” She could well be describing herself. Simpson has created a 
tranquil spa-like environment at her clinic, but not without persistence. 
The final product – with stone water fountains, relaxing music, bonsai 
plants, Japanese prints, floor mats and a Zen-like vibe – belies the 
challenges behind it. “I’m very stubborn, very driven,” says Simpson. 

As a student in NAIT’s Animal Health Technology program, Simpson 
developed a keen interest in pain management and rehabilitation, 
spurred on by the needs of Titan, a Rottweiler she adopted from the 
pound after his guest appearances at NAIT classes for students’ 
training. 

After graduating in 2002, Simpson spent the next four years honing 
her skills as a vet tech at several Edmonton veterinary practices and the 
south-side emergency clinic. She loved the hands-on nursing but wanted 
more rehabilitation training. After taking every continuing education 
course possible, she hit a dead-end in her search. 

Then Titan led her to her ultimate career path. As he became 
progressively lamer, but no cause could be diagnosed, Simpson took 
Titan to the newly opened Canine Fitness Centre in Calgary. She 
returned with a home-exercise program for Titan – and information on 
rehabilitation courses for herself. Seeing the improvement in Titan from 

exercise alone, Simpson says: “I knew it was what I had to do.”
Never mind that the only two certification options were in the 

United States – or that she was newly pregnant. On the day she learned 
she was having twins, Simpson flew to the Canine Rehabilitation 
Institute in Florida. As she got bigger and bigger, so did her plans. 
Originally she’d intended to continue working at Mill Creek Animal 
Hospital post-pregnancy, occasionally using her new skills. Instead, she 
approached Mill Creek owner Dr. Karen Allen with a proposal: a new, 
independent clinic, totally devoted to veterinary rehabilitation. 
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Diagnosis: Morbid obesity. Complete blood workup revealed no 
abnormalities; thyroid testing also normal. Aside from Rubenesque 

figure, Tinkerbell appears in good health. Immediate treatment 
required to prevent further weight gain. 

Treatment protocol: Since restricting calories has had no 
impact, increase activity to burn them off. Best option: water 

therapy to prevent strain on over-burdened joints – assuming 
patient co-operation. 

First session: Tinkerbell willingly donned life jacket, 
but panicked as water entered tank. With 

continual coaxing by attending rehabilitation 
technologist Sam Simpson, aided by 
owner’s encouraging cries of “Come to 

Momma, baby!” progress was made – 
without food rewards. A brisk, if less-than-

enthusiastic, gait on moving treadmill was 
achieved and sustained. 

Prognosis: “Woo-hoo Tinkerbell! I think this 
will work!” says Simpson. With twice-weekly 

water therapy, plus home exercises, a 
trimmer Tinkerbell is a hopeful outcome. 

Web Extra
See Tinkerbell’s treadmill water 
therapy + get an iTunes playlist 
inspired by the workout. 

techlifemag.ca/treadmill.htm 

CasE Study
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SuRgERy oN A 
RuPTuRED DISc LEFT 
buFFy PAIN-FREE, buT 
STILL uNAbLE To STAND 
WIThouT SuPPoRT. 
WIThIN TWo WEEKS oF 
STARTINg uNDERWATER 
TREADmILL AND 
ADDITIoNAL ThERAPy, 
ShE’D TAKEN hER FIRST 
STEPS.

“Karen	was	all	over	it	and	decided	to	get	her	rehabilitation	
certification	too,”	says	Simpson,	who	then	spent	her	maternity	leave	
laying	the	groundwork	with	Allen,	who	eventually	opted	out	after	the	
clinic	opened	so	she	could	focus	on	her	family	and	her	original	practice.	
“We	put	together	a	business	plan,	although	I’d	never	done	one	before.	It	
was	intimidating;	vet	rehab	is	all	new	territory,	so	there	was	nothing	with	
which	to	compare	our	future	practice.	But	the	bank	said	it	was	the	best	
plan	they’d	seen.”	

Funding	secured,	one	major	hurdle	remained:	licensing	from	the	
Alberta	Veterinary	Medical	Association	(AB.VMA).	That	was	a	potential	
deal-breaker.	“We	weren’t	going	to	do	this	without	licensing,”	Simpson	
states,	since	the	clinic’s	vision	was	to	work	with	vet-referred	clients.	And	
to	earn	veterinarians’	trust,	an	AB.VMA	licence	was	essential.	

Again,	dogged	determination	paid	off.	Simpson	and	Allen	launched	
an	educational	campaign	including	“lunch-and-learns”	at	vet	practices	
where	they	explained	their	clinic	and	its	goal	of	collaborating	–	not	
competing	–	with	diagnosing	vets.	Endless	PowerPoint	presentations	
later,	the	Edmonton	Veterinary	Rehabilitation	Clinic	became	what	is	
believed	to	be	the	first	rehab	facility	to	receive	an	AB.VMA	licence	–	and	
the	vet	board	is	currently	consulting	the	clinic	to	develop	regulations	for	
future	rehab	clinics	in	the	province.	

“Honestly,	we	haven’t	had	a	case	where	rehab	hasn’t	helped,”	says	
Simpson.	“A	centre’s	been	needed	here	for	a	long	time.”	

Educating	professionals	and	the	public	on	rehabilitation’s	benefits	
will	be	an	ongoing	process	for	Simpson	and	her	new	business	partner,	
Dr.	Sandra	Reid,	a	nutrition	expert	and	former	NAIT	instructor,	but	a	
number	of	vets	are	already	on	board.	Among	them	is	Dr.	Colin	Sereda,	
the	Western	Veterinary	Specialist	Centre	surgeon	who	repaired	Buffy’s	
back.	“Every	human	orthopedic	patient	gets	follow-up	rehabilitation,	and	
rehab	therapy	definitely	improves	outcomes	for	animals	as	well,”	says	
Sereda.	“It’s	a	huge	benefit	to	have	the	clinic’s	services	post-surgery.”	

For	proof,	look	no	further	than	Buffy,	drying	off	after	her	happy	dog	
paddle.	Session	completed,	Simpson	hangs	up	her	wetsuit	to	prepare	for	
her	next	appointment,	a	canine	massage	on	terra	firma.	No	time	to	get	
dry	behind	the	ears;	less	than	a	year	since	the	clinic	opened,	Simpson	is	
eager	to	keep	getting	her	feet	wet	as	a	pioneer	in	a	still-evolving	field.	
And	so	far,	things	are	going	swimmingly.		 	

Five years after graduating, 12.5 per cent of NAIT grads are business owners.  –	CLASS	OF	2002,	GRADUATE	EMPLOYMENT	SURVEY
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Well	I	must	say	that	Tokyo	has	been	great.	The	people	here	are	
wonderful	and	always	willing	to	help,	even	if	they	don’t	know	what	
you’re	talking	about.	But	what	a	difference	in	culture!	The	great	thing	
about	the	fashion	here	is	that	everyone	just	wants	to	be	themselves;	
there	are	no	real	trends	that	people	follow.		

So	far	the	toughest	adjustment	has	been	the	portion	size.	North	
Americans	are	used	to	large	portions;	here	in	Tokyo,	the	sizes	are	small	
but	they	“eat	with	the	eyes	first,”	as	we	would	say	in	the	industry.	
That	has	taken	a	lot	of	adjusting	to	and	I	keep	second-guessing	myself	
because	I’m	so	used	to	what	we	do	back	home.	I	get	to	test	out	my	ideas	
too,	and	I’ve	had	no	complaints	so	far!	LOL.	

hEy thErE EVEryonE BacK homE in canaDa,

july 13, 2008

Work	is	going	well,	I’m	settling	in	nice	and	the	nerves	are	gone	now.	
I	had	my	first	experience	with	the	fish	market,	WOW!!	I	didn’t	have	
enough	money	in	my	pocket	or	I	would	have	bought	one	of	everything.	

Take	care	and	I	hope	things	are	fine	back	home,

Miss	you	all,

Quentin GLAbuS
EXECUTIVE	CHEF
CANADIAN	EMBASSY,	TOKYO,	JAPAN
(CULINARY	ARTS	’00)

PhotoS By Quentin GLAbuS, iMRe heGeDuS AnD yuJi niShiMOtO

cLocKWISE FRom ToP, QuENTIN gLAbuS, ExEcuTIvE chEF 
To ThE cANADIAN AmbASSADoR To JAPAN, PLATES A DISh oF 
bRIE WRAPPED IN RADIcchIo WITh SWEET oNIoN AND APPLE 
mARmALADE, AND TuRNIP chIPS; mISo, mAPLE AND cANADIAN 
IcE WINE mARINATED SALmoN oN WILD RIcE AND cRANbERRy 
SALAD, ToPPED WITh STRAWbERRy bASIL SALSA; FRESh 
ScALLoP SAShImI WITh FRIED RoE oN JAPANESE TomATo AND 
LEmoN ThymE oIL; A ShRINE IN ThE ASAKuSA DISTRIcT oF ToKyo; 
FRom LEFT, ImRE hEgEDuS, yoShIhARu oNITAKE, mAuNg 
myINT SoE AND gLAbuS WAITINg To ATTEND A REcEPTIoN.
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Innovation is a way of life at Shell. We 
operate at the leading edge – not only in oil, 
gas and chemicals, but also in renewables 
such as wind and solar energy.

But technical leadership begins with technical 
expertise. Which is why we work so hard to 
attract and develop people like you – today’s 
talent and tomorrow’s leaders.

 

Great training you can take for granted – 
along with real responsibility. And within  
our global business, there will be many 
opportunities to match your aspirations.

So if you want to achieve more in your 
career, get together with Shell. You can  
make your online application right now –  
just visit our careers website at  
www.shell.ca/careers or with our  
mining company Albian Sands at  
www.albiansands.ca.

Shell is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
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What	makes	an	eclipse	of	the	sun	special	at	this	latitude	(74	degrees	
north)	is	that	it	can	occur	during	the	midnight	sun,	and	at	4:23	a.m.	
today,	14	of	us	were	hoping	to	view	this	rare	event	from	the	north	coast	
of	Devon	Island.		

Watching	the	skies	as	evening	approached,	we	set	up	camp,	decorating	
the	tents	and	tarps	with	balloons	and	ribbons	to	celebrate	the	occasion.	
The	skies	were	clear,	a	gentle	breeze	was	blowing	and	the	80	per	cent	
probability	of	cloud	cover	seemed	a	distant	threat.	That	was	until	about	
9	p.m.,	when	the	wind	shifted	direction	and	brought	fog	in	off	the	Arctic	
Ocean.		

Weather	conditions	can	change	quickly	in	the	Arctic,	so	with	alarms	set	
for	3:30	a.m.,	we	climbed	into	our	sleeping	bags,	expecting	not	to	see	
the	eclipse,	but	hoping	the	fog	would	clear.	By	the	time	our	alarms	went	
off,	the	fog	had	lifted	a	little,	but	it	was	obvious	we	wouldn’t	see	the	sun	
disappear	–	only	the	darkness	that	was	to	follow.	

not sincE 1932 has a total EclipsE oF thE sun 
BEEn oBsErVEd in canada’s high arctic.

august 1, 2008

As	the	eclipse	started,	the	tundra	began	to	slowly	lose	its	defi	nition,	
until	seconds	before	totality	when	the	heavenly	electrician	powered	
down	his	generator	and	we	were	thrust	into	darkness	for	2½	minutes.	
We	mused	about	the	degree	of	darkness,	how	quickly	it	had	come,	and	
how	early	cultures	would	have	interpreted	what	was	happening.		

Then	as	quickly	as	it	had	come,	the	darkness	lifted,	returning	to	a	normal	
light	level	over	the	next	hour.	With	breakfast	not	for	another	three	
hours,	we	went	back	to	our	sleeping	bags	to	ponder	what	we	had	just	
witnessed.	When	we	awoke	to	clear	blue	skies,	I	was	sure	I	could	hear	
celestial	giggling.	

LinDSAy RACkette 
NAIT	ELECTRICIAN	INSTRUCTOR

PhotoS By LinDSAy RACkette AnD JOhn CARSWeLL

cLocKWISE FRom ToP, bALLooNS AND 
RIbboNS DEcoRATE ThIS DEvoN ISLAND cAmP, 
WhERE Fog hAS RoLLED IN oFF ThE ocEAN, 
ThREATENINg ThE vIEW oF ThE ToTAL EcLIPSE 
oF ThE mIDNIghT SuN. FAR RIghT, LINDSAy 
RAcKETTE. RIghT, ThE NAIT INSTRucToR hAS 
bEEN guIDINg bAcKPAcKERS oN TWo-WEEK 
TRIPS To DEvoN ISLAND, NuNAvuT SINcE 2000.
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peoplerEaDing room

WhEn oil pricEs risE or marKEts Fall, 
WhErE do thE ExpErts turn?

now for thE nEWs

“For	a	review	of	business	issues,	
I	like	the	Harvard Business Review	
and	The	Economist.	I	appreciate	
the	in-depth	analysis	contained	in	
these	publications.	For	local	news,	
I	like	Global	TV	and	the	Edmonton	
Journal.	For	international	news,	I	
like	CBC,	CNN	and	The	Globe	&	
Mail.”

kevin nAGeL
Dean	of	NAIT’s	JR	Shaw	School	
of	Business

“My	primary	source	of	business	
news	is	the	good	old	Edmonton	
Journal.	As	someone	whose	
background	is	real	estate	
development	(an	industry	that	
is	largely	governed	by	the	local	
economy),	I	need	a	detailed	and	
accurate	view	of	Edmonton’s	
short-	and	long-term	outlook.”

ben beRtRAnD
CTO	of	Innovequity	

“Alberta Construction 
Magazine	online,	found	at	
albertaconstructionmagazine.
com,	keeps	me	in	touch	with	the	
Alberta	construction	market.	
The	site	doesn’t	focus	solely	on	
the	construction	projects	that	
are	underway,	but	also	factors	
that	contribute	to	a	positive	
construction	market,	such	as	
population	growth	and	major	
projects	being	announced.”

MARk hOLtOM
CEO	of	Innovequity	

“Besides	the	daily	papers,	my	
favourite	sources	for	business	
news	include	Monday’s	National	
Post,	which	normally	has	a	section	
devoted	to	small	business;	Inc.	
magazine,	a	U.S.	publication	that	
profi	les	successful	entrepreneurs,	
highlights	business	issues,	
reports	on	business	trends	and	
presents	cases	on	small	business;	
and,	for	coverage	of	business	
in	the	province,	Alberta Venture	
magazine.”

JAy kRySLeR
Instructor	in	NAIT’s	Bachelor	
of	Business	Administration	in	
Enterprise	Management	program
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INvENToR’S hEATED SKATE bLADE 
gETS gRETZKy’S buy-IN,  mAKES 

“ThE NEW yoRK TImES mAgAZINE” 
ANNuAL bEST IDEAS LIST.    
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Story By 
RyAn SMith

PhotoS By 
JASOn neSS

As	a	kid,	he’d	join	in	games	
of	shinny	on	a	frozen	pond	
near	the	farm	where	he	

grew	up	in	New	Brunswick,	but	
he	hasn’t	played	hockey	in	the	20	
years	since.	He’ll	watch	the	sport	
on	TV	–	he’s	Canadian,	after	all	
–	but	when	the	Edmonton	Oilers	
get	skated	out	of	contention,	his	
interest	quickly	shifts	to	other	
concerns.

All	things	considered,	
Jeremy	Furzer	seems	an	unlikely	
candidate	for	being	a	pivotal	
player	in	a	movement	that	none	
other	than	Wayne	Gretzky	
thinks	will	revolutionize	hockey:	
Furzer	is	the	co-inventor	of	the	
Thermablade,	a	performance	
enhancing	battery-powered	
heated	skate	blade	now	being	
tested	in	the	NHL.

After	years	of	development	
and	testing,	the	Thermablade	
offi	cially	launched	at	select	
distributors	in	October	2007.	The 
New York Times Magazine	named	
it	among	the	70	best	ideas	of	the	
year.	Furzer	and	co-inventor	Tory	
Weber	hope	the	Thermablade	will	
dominate	the	hockey	skate-blade	
domain	the	same	way	composite	
hockey	sticks	have	supplanted	
wood.

The	tale	of	Furzer’s	foray	
into	the	hockey	history	books	
starts	with	a	friendship.	After	
transferring	between	Alberta	and	
New	Brunswick	and	a	number	of	
jobs	in	the	engineering	industry,	
Furzer	and	his	young	family	
settled	in	Edmonton	in	the	late	
‘90s.	One	morning	at	church	he	
met	Weber,	another	new	family	
man	in	town.	

The	two	were	buddies	for	
more	than	a	year	before	Weber	
confi	ded	in	Furzer	about	a	“crazy	
idea”	he	had	been	keeping	to	
himself,	with	a	few	exceptions,	for	
15	years.

Weber	explained	to	Furzer	
how,	when	he	went	to	get	his	
paper	one	cold	Calgary	morning	
in	1985,	he	pulled	his	sneakers	
off	a	heat	register,	put	them	on	

and,	the	moment	the	warm	soles	
hit	the	frosty	porch,	promptly	
landed	on	his	rear	end.	He	fi	gured	
the	heat	had	reduced	the	normal	
friction	between	rubber	and	ice,	
and	it	got	him	thinking	–	perhaps	
the	same	principle	could	help	
skaters	skim	over	ice	faster.

Knowing	Furzer’s	background	
in	engineering,	Weber	asked	his	
friend	if	he	thought	the	idea	was	
practical.	

“I	researched	it	for	about	
a	week	and	a	half,	then	told	
Tory	I	thought	it	was	possible,”	
Furzer	says.	“He	was	surprised,	
because	he	said	he’d	already	
talked	to	(a	number	of	scientists	
and	engineers)	who	told	him	it	
couldn’t	be	done.	I	said,	‘Thanks	
for	telling	me	that	now,’	and	we	
had	a	good	laugh.”	

For	the	next	year	and	a	half,	
the	two	friends	met	six	days	a	
week	to	talk	Thermablade	during	
6	a.m.	workouts,	followed	by	trips	
to	Tim	Hortons.

When	they	started	the	project	
in	2000,	Furzer	discovered	a	
patent	for	a	similar	idea	from	the	
‘70s	that	heated	skate	blades	with	
a	lead-acid	motorcycle	battery	
and	required	the	wearer	to	sport	a	
fi	ve-kilogram	backpack	connected	
to	the	blades	by	wires.

	The	advent	of	rechargeable	
lithium	batteries	and	
semiconductor-based	heating	
systems	made	a	more	practical	
design	possible.	“No	one	had	
followed	up	on	the	idea	since	
this	new	technology	came	along,	
so	we	were	lucky	in	our	timing,”	
Furzer	says.

With	seed	money	from	
friends	and	family,	the	innovators	
developed	the	fi	rst	of	a	dozen	
prototypes,	each	costing	about	
$100,000,	and	set	off	to	convince	
all	the	important	people	in	hockey	
–	managers,	manufacturers	and	
players	–	that	their	invention	
worked,	was	safe	and	should	be	
legal	to	use.	

Among	their	targets	was	
the	de	facto	head	of	the	hockey	

universe,	Wayne	Gretzky.	
In	2004,	Furzer	and	Weber	
persuaded	The	Great	One	by	
sending	him	a	prototype	they’d	
designed	specifi	cally	for	him.	
Gretzky	was	supposed	to	keep	the	
skates	for	a	week,	but	didn’t	send	
them	back	for	three	months.	“He	
loved	them	and	came	aboard,”	
Furzer	says.	

Since	the	Thermablade’s	
launch,	demand	has	been	
strong,	but	product	evolution	
and	changes	to	the	design	
and	assembly	of	electronic	
components	have	restricted	sales	
to	date,	says	Sam	McCoubrey,	
vice-president	of	sales	and	
marketing	for	manufacturer	
Therma	Blade	Inc.,	adding	that	a	
new	model	which	incorporates	
those	changes,	the	Thermablade	
Elite	II,	was	released	this	summer.	

At	a	Pro	Skate	store	in	
Edmonton,	the	fi	rst	order	of	
blades,	which	retail	for	$299,	sold	
out	in	less	than	a	week,	says	store	
manager	Jeremy	Schmuland.	A	
second	order	sold	out	soon	after.	
“The	feedback	from	customers	
has	been	glowing	–	better	than	
glowing,	actually,”	Schmuland	
says.	

McCoubrey	says	he	expects	
sales	to	pick	up	once	the	NHL	
clears	the	blades	for	use	in	games.	
Five	players	started	testing	the	
blades	last	fall.	Four	others	joined	
the	trial	in	February.	That	number	
climbed	to	150	in	the	off-season.	
While	McCoubrey	says	he	isn’t	
sure	how	many	will	test	the	
Thermablade	this	season,	he	
expects	it	to	be	well	beyond	the	
target	of	50.	

	Furzer	is	optimistic	the	blades	
will	be	allowed	at	all	hockey	
levels,	but	he’s	not	as	anxious	
about	the	decision	as	he	might	
have	been	–	he	recently,	happily,	
sold	his	half	of	the	company	to	
Weber,	who	had	mixed	emotions	
when	his	friend	opted	out.	“I	was	
sad	he	moved	on,	but	I	was	happy	
that	he	was	justly	rewarded	for	his	
efforts,”	Weber	says.

thE innoVators 
sEt oFF to 
conVincE all 
thE important 
pEoplE in 
hocKEy that 
thEir inVEntion 
WorKEd, Was 
saFE and 
should BE 
lEgal to usE.
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LIghTLy TouchINg ThE SENSoRS 
AcTIvATES ThE bATTERy. A 
SENSoRy mEchANISm mEASuRES 
ThE TEmPERATuRE oF ThE bLADE 
AND ADJuSTS ThE PoWER LEvEL To 
mAINTAIN A bLADE TEmPERATuRE 
oF 4 DEgREES cELSIuS, ThE 
oPTImAL TEmPERATuRE To bALANcE 
PERFoRmANcE bENEFITS WITh 
ENERgy ouTPuT.  

ThE AvERAgE TEmPERATuRE oF 
INDooR IcE IS bETWEEN -7 DEgREES 
cELSIuS AND -9 DEgREES cELSIuS. 

thE ElEctrically hEatEd BladE slightly mElts thE icE, 
crEating a micro-thin layEr oF WatEr, Which acts as a 
luBricant and rEducEs Friction, alloWing FastEr sKating 
spEEds and grEatEr EndurancE. it sounds simplE, But 
don’t say that to jErEmy FurzEr, Who spEnt FiVE yEars 
pErFEcting thE BladE.

bLADE ANATomy

A SEmIcoNDucToR-
bASED hEATINg SySTEm 
hEATS ThE bLADE.
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WhEN ThE PLAyER 
IS oFF ThE IcE, ThE 
hEATINg mEchANISm 
AuTomATIcALLy ShuTS 
DoWN To coNSERvE 
bATTERy PoWER. 

WhEN ThE bLADES ARE 
NoT IN uSE, ThEy SIT IN 
A chARgINg cRADLE. 

X-ray By 
SeAn kuzMinSki 
nait Medical radiologic 
technology instructor

jErEmy FurzEr Enjoys Watching 
hocKEy, But hE hasn’t playEd 
sincE hE Was a Kid, maKing him 
thE unliKEly inVEntor oF a 
hEatEd sKatE BladE that could 
rEVolutionizE thE gamE.

“Jeremy	is	like	MacGyver,”	
Weber	adds.	“I	don’t	know	how	
he	does	it,	but	he	can	make	
something	useful	out	of	nothing.	
Even	in	the	kitchen,	you	give	him	
a	few	weird	ingredients	and	he’ll	
make	an	amazing	meal.”	

Furzer	says	his	
resourcefulness	comes	from	
growing	up	on	a	farm.	“If	anything	
broke,	we	never	called	anyone	
to	fi	x	it.	We’d	fi	gure	it	out	and	
do	it	ourselves.”	He	also	credits	
his	training	as	a	mechanical	
engineering	technologist	–	he	
graduated	from	the	NAIT	
program	in	1985	–	for	providing	
him	with	a	knowledge	base	that	
has	propelled	him	into	a	number	
of	engineering	fi	elds,	including	
nuclear	power	generation	and	
the	design	and	construction	of	
oilsands	bitumen	processing	
plants.	“I	couldn’t	have	designed	
the	Thermablade	if	I	hadn’t	had	
a	lot	of	experience	in	different	
engineering	fi	elds.”		

	With	the	Thermablade	
successfully	behind	him,	Furzer	
continues	to	work	full	time	as	a	
project	manager	in	the	oilsands	
industry,	but	in	his	spare	time	he	
often	tinkers	with	ideas	for	new	
inventions,	searching	for	the	next	
big	thing.	“I’m	not	a	very	good	
hockey	player,	so	I’ve	got	to	do	
something,”	he	says,	smiling.		   

ThE LIThIum bATTERy. 
A FuLLy chARgED 
bATTERy cAN PRovIDE 
AbouT ThREE houRS 
oF coNTINuouS uSE. 
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stEpping out on your own?
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teresa bereznicki-korol,	business	law	instructor	
in	NAIT’s	Marketing	program	and	co-author	of	
Business Law in Canada,	advises	on	the	process	of	
incorporation.	

As	Canadian	corporate	names	imply,	limited	
corporations	shield	individuals	from	personal	
liability.	By	contrast,	sole	proprietors	or	partners	
face	unlimited	personal	legal	responsibility.	

Besides	protection	from	personal	liability,	incorporation	also:

	 •	 Eases	access	to	capital.	Money	can	be	raised	by	selling	shares	
without	requiring	new	shareholders	to	participate	in	running	the	
corporation.	

	 •	 Facilitates	the	purchase	and	sale	of	shares.	Incorporation	allows	
for	ownership	changes	without	interfering	in	business	operations.	

	 •	 Minimizes	the	impact	on	the	corporation	when	a	shareholder	dies.	
The	shares	simply	pass	to	the	deceased	shareholder’s	heirs.	

	 •	 Places	responsibility	for	contracts	and	other	activities	on	the	
corporation.	Shareholders	are	not	personally	liable	when	the	
corporation	is	convicted	and	fined,	for	example.	

	 •	 Limits	potential	financial	loss	to	the	shareholders’	initial	
investment.

In	Canada,	incorporation	involves	a	provincial	or	federal	certificate	of	
incorporation	for	jurisdictions	where	business	occurs.	Provinces	and	
territories	also	often	require	federal	corporations	to	register	with	their	
jurisdiction.	

A	corporation	can	be	wholly	owned	by	one	or	multiple	shareholders.	In	
filing	articles	of	incorporation,	incorporators	should:		

	 •	 Provide	a	corporate	name,	describe	the	share	structure	and	
identify	the	type	of	corporation	being	formed.	

	 •	 Provide	director	information	and	a	corporate	address.	

	 •	 Consult	a	lawyer,	particularly	concerning	the	share	structure	and	
restrictions	on	transferability	of	shares.	

	 •	 Submit	a	$100	fee	(Alberta),	$200	fee	(federal:	online)	or		
$250	fee	(federal:	fax,	mail	or	in	person).

More	information:	servicealberta.ca	and	corporationscanada.ic.gc.ca

limit pErsonal liability

These books and more are 
available at the NAIT Bookstore or 
online at www.nait.ca/onlinestore.
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hardeep Gill,	associate	chair	of	NAIT’s	Bachelor	
of	Applied	Business	–	Finance	and	co-author	
of	Personal Finance,	on	how	entrepreneurs	can	
minimize	their	economic	risk.	

Because	entrepreneurs	and	their	businesses	are	
inextricably	linked,	entrepreneurs	should	take	out	
personal	and	business	insurance	to	protect	their	
personal	net	worth	and	companies	in	the	event	
of	illness,	injury	or	death.

MiniMize the PeRSOnAL iMPACt 

By	sharing	the	risk	of	personal	illness,	injury	or	death	with	an	insurance	
company	through	the	following	coverage	options,	entrepreneurs	can	
continue	to	provide	for	their	families:

	 •	 Personal	life	insurance

	 •	 Disability	insurance

	 •	 Critical	illness	insurance

MiniMize the PROFeSSiOnAL iMPACt 

Entrepreneurs	also	face	the	challenge	of	business	viability	in	the	event	
of	illness,	injury	or	death.	These	often	overlooked	insurance	policies	
can	help	keep	the	business	going:

	 •	 Overhead	expense	insurance	covers	ongoing	expenses	such	as	
rent	or	mortgage	payments,	utilities	and	employee	salaries.

	 •	 Key	person	insurance	is	taken	out	on	an	employee	–	usually	the	
owner	–	and	covers	many	types	of	expenses,	including	the	cost	of	
finding	and	training	a	replacement	employee.

	 •	 Buy-sell	insurance	covers	the	transfer	of	assets	and	shares.	

Sole	proprietors	often	grossly	
exaggerate	their	profits	because	
they	understate	their	own	
investment	in	their	companies.	
NAIT	Business	instructors	
brenda Abbott, Sam Fefferman	
and	terry Sulyma,	co-authors	of	
Economics Today: The Micro View 
and The Macro View,	explain	
how	to	assess	the	financial	
viability	of	any	potential	
business	opportunity	by	taking	
all	costs	into	account.	

ExpErts From thE jr shaW school oF BusinEss on 
What EntrEprEnEurs should KnoW aBout running 
thEir oWn companiEs.

nORMAL AnD eCOnOMiC PROFitS DeFineD

normal profit  
After	covering	all	outside	expenses,	an	enterprise	provides	an	annual	
profit	large	enough	to	compensate	the	owner	“fairly”	for	resources,	
such	as	time	and	capital,	personally	invested	in	the	new	venture.	To	be	
considered	fair,	each	resource	the	entrepreneur	provides	must	earn	a	
rate	of	return	that	is	at	least	equal	to	what	it	would	earn	in	its	next	best	
alternative.

economic profit 
Revenue	earned	that	exceeds	the	breakeven	point	for	normal	profit.

here’s how to use those concepts to assess how well a business did 
compared to the entrepreneur’s next best alternative.

Suppose	that	after	the	first	year	of	operation,	a	business’s	income	
statement	suggests	the	company	made	an	$80,000	profit.

First, establish the personal sacrifices made by the owner: 

	 •	 $60,000	salary	from	the	job	the	owner	gave	up	

	 •	 $5,000	from	the	five	per	cent	interest	that	was	earned	annually	
on	the	$100,000	GIC	savings	account	the	owner	cashed	in	

	 •	 $30,000	for	taking	over	a	building	that	the	entrepreneur	
previously	rented	out	for	$2,500/month

Total personal investment = $95,000

Then,	subtract	the	personal	sacrifices	from	the	profit:

	 •	 $80,000	-	$95,000	=	-$15,000

In	this	instance,	an	economist	would	say	that	during	the	first	year	
of	operation	the	entrepreneur	earned	an	economic	profit	equal	to	
$15,000	less	than	the	next	best	alternative.	If	the	venture	continues	to	
earn	a	negative	economic	profit	the	business	would	be	considered	an	
inferior	financial	investment.

minimizE risk

tUrning a profit?



culinait profilE  

a KitchEn

IN ThE DA cAPo 
KITchEN, DANIELE 
coSTA PREPARES 
ThE INgREDIENTS 

FoR bucATINI 
ALL’AmATRIcIANA.  
SEE PAgE 60 FoR 

 ThE REcIPE.
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a trip to italy Brought this 
chEF BacK to his roots.  
noW, hE prEsEnts thosE 

simplE, rustic FlaVours in  
an innoVatiVE Way at thE 

modErn italian caFé and WinE 
Bar hE opEnEd last yEar. 

58	 techlifemag.ca

daniele	Costa	is	one	of	those	rare	individuals	who	
knew	his	calling	as	soon	as	–	and	maybe	before	–	
he	was	talking.	“I	could	show	you	a	picture	of	me	

when	I	was	three	years	old,	wearing	a	chef’s	hat,”	he	says.	
A	couple	of	decades	later,	as	co-owner	and	head	chef	of	
Edmonton’s	Da	Capo,	Costa	hasn’t	lost	track	of	his	dream		
–	and	he	hasn’t	lost	any	of	his	buoyant	enthusiasm	either.

“He	thinks	about	food	from	the	time	he	gets	up	until	
the	time	he	goes	to	sleep,”	says	Peter	Jackson	of	Edmonton	
restaurant	Jack’s	Grill.	Indeed,	Costa	can	barely	contain	
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his	delight	as	he	describes	his	
favourite	dishes	and	ingredients,	
and	his	monumental	cookbook	
collection	–	and	can	barely	contain	
his	anguish	as	he	contemplates	
overcooked	pasta,	or	a	lovingly	
prepared	pizza	reduced	to	mush	
by	transportation	in	a	take-out	
container.

Costa	graduated	from	NAIT’s	
Culinary	Arts	program	in	2005.	
He	took	summers	away	from	
his	formal	education	and	his	
restaurant	job	at	Jack’s	Grill,	and	
travelled	to	Italy	for	a	hands-on	
culinary	experience	with	his	
relatives	in	a	small	town	near	
Naples.	

Jackson,	and	Nigel	Webber,	
Costa’s	favourite	instructor	at	
NAIT,	both	recall	how	those	
trips	impacted	the	young	chef’s	
culinary	style.	He	had	grown	up	
making	wine	with	his	father	and	
preserving	vegetables	from	their	
garden,	but	when	he	began	his	
education,	he	had	little	interest	in	
the	Italian	tradition.	“I	wanted	to	
do	something	different	from	what		
I	grew	up	with,”	he	recalls.	“Like		
30	different	things	on	a	plate.	Big,	
tall	things.”

But	Italy	brought	Costa	back	
to	his	roots	and	taught	him	the	
beauty	of	simplicity.	“Most	of	
your	favourite	foods,”	he	realized,	
“have	five	ingredients.”	Far	from	
regretting	his	dalliance	with	
complexity,	he	has	fused	the	
two	styles	together.	“I	stick	with	
traditional	things,	but	I	have	my	
own	way	of	doing	them,”	he	says.	
“I	love	simple	flavours	presented	
in	an	innovative	way.”	A	dish	with	
simple	flavours,	he	adds,	is	not	
necessarily	simple	to	make.	The	
panini	bread	that	sets	apart	Da	
Capo’s	sandwiches,	for	instance,	
involves	a	three-day	process.

While	Costa	was	attending	
NAIT,	he	regularly	went	to	
Edmonton’s	Café	Leva	and	
chatted	with	owner	Antonio	
Bilotta.	It	turned	out	the	two	had	
a	lot	in	common.	They	were	both	
raised	by	Italian	fathers	and	both	

have	an	inexhaustible	passion	
for	good,	simple	Italian	cuisine.	
Together,	they	envisioned	opening	
“a	modern	Italian	café	slash	
wine	bar,”	Costa	recounts,	and	in	
March	2007,	the	pair	opened	Da	
Capo	on	109	Street,	just	south	of	
the	High	Level	Bridge.
“The	concept	is	to	introduce	
what	you	have	in	Italy,	but	with	a	
higher-end	feel,”	Costa	says.	Most	
of	Alberta’s	Italian	restaurants,	
he	adds,	with	their	spaghetti	
and	garlic	bread,	serve	“Italian-
American”	food.	Da	Capo	offers	
ingredients	found	in	Italy	–	white	
truffles,	black	truffles,	cured	
meats,	arugula	and	quail	eggs	
are	a	few	of	Costa’s	favourites.	
When	asked	how	the	co-owners	
divide	Da	Capo’s	labour,	Bilotta	
jokes,	“I	just	eat,	and	he	creates.”	
In	fact,	Bilotta	is	responsible	for	
the	café’s	much-touted	coffee,	
while	Costa	deals	with	the	food	
and	wine.	Costa	does	all	the	
cooking	himself,	with	the	help	of	
one	sous-chef.	Bilotta	has	more	
experience	running	a	business,	
but	says	that	Costa	is	catching	up	
quickly.	On	some	days	–	like	the	
one	when	the	fridge	broke,	ruining	
its	entire	contents	–	“your	hair	
starts	falling	out,”	says	Costa.	But	
still,	he	wouldn’t	have	it	any	other	
way.	“You	care	so	much	more,”	he	
says,	“when	it’s	your	own	place.	
Creating	your	own	food,	creating	
your	own	menu,	and	seeing	how	
people	respond	to	it.”	And	people	
are	responding	by	coming	back	
again	and	again.	Webber,	for	
one,	eats	there	weekly.	A	chef’s	
ideal	goal,	he	says,	is	to	evoke	an	
emotional	response	with	pleasing,	
straightforward	flavours.	“And	this	
is	what	(Costa)	is	doing	now	at	Da	
Capo.	It’s	very	simple,	rustic	Italian	
food,	and	it’s	excellent.”	Costa	has	
grand	aspirations	for	his	future	–	
he	looks	ahead	to	roomier	kitchens	
and	more	varied	menus,	both	at	
and	beyond	his	current	restaurant.

“I	love	what	I	do,”	Costa	
stresses,	“and	I	take	it	extremely	
seriously.”	Admittedly,	a	few	

customers	have	been	startled	
by	the	seriousness	reflected	in	
some	of	Da	Capo’s	policies:	Costa	
dissuades	customers	who	request	
pepper	on	dishes	whose	flavours	
would	be	overwhelmed;	likewise,	
Bilotta	discourages	take-out	
coffee	because	it	should	be	drunk	
out	of	a	porcelain	cup	–	they	do,	
however,	allow	customers	to	take	
coffee	in	their	own	cups	and	to	
take	gelato	for	the	road.	While	
many	customers	appreciate	the	
environmentally	responsible	policy	
against	take-out	containers,	some,	
Costa	and	Bilotta	admit,	were	
outright	offended	by	the	now-
defunct	‘no	tap	water’	rule.	And	
a	few	haven’t	reacted	so	well	to	
ordering	at	the	counter	or	paying	
in	cash.	Costa	says	the	majority	
of	customers	enjoy	the	Italian-
style	atmosphere	once	they	get	
used	to	it,	and	he	accepts	that	it’s	
impossible	to	please	everyone.

“I	have	this	unbelievable	olive	
oil,”	he	adds.	“I	have	a	guy	who	
brings	it	in	from	Italy,	and	I	serve	
it	with	bread.”	When	customers	
ask	for	balsamic	vinegar,	Costa	
personally	convinces	them	to	enjoy	
the	oil’s	flavour	alone.	“I	explain	
where	it’s	from:	this	is	the	hill,	this	
is	the	region.”	Surely	most	diners	
met	by	this	chef’s	unpretentious	
charm	would	be	only	too	glad	to	
put	the	vinegar	bottle	aside.		 	



reciPe courteSy  
of da caPo chef  
DAnieLe COStA

inGReDientS

500g	bucatini	pasta		
(De	Cecco,	Barilla	or		
Riscossa	brand)

10	medium	slices	pancetta	
(Italian	bacon),	chopped

3	cloves	garlic,	thinly	sliced

½	tsp	red	chili	flakes	
(optional)

½	red	onion,	thickly	sliced	

½	head	Italian	parsley,		
leaves	plucked

1½	cups	tomato	passata	
(puréed	tomato)	or		
good	quality	tinned	
tomatoes,	crushed

Extra-virgin	olive	oil

Kosher	salt	and	freshly	
ground	black	pepper	
to	taste

Pecorino	Romano		
cheese,	for	grating

MethOD 

1.	Add	a	small	handful	of	salt	to	a	large	pot	of	water	and	bring	to	a	boil.	

2.	Add	a	little	extra-virgin	olive	oil	to	a	12-14	inch	sauté	pan	and	
heat	over	medium-high	heat.	Add	the	pancetta	and	cook	until	
almost	golden	brown	and	most	of	the	fat	has	rendered	off.	Add	
the	red	onion	and	chili	flakes,	continue	cooking	and	stirring	
occasionally	until	the	onion	is	almost	translucent.	Add	the	garlic	
and	cook	for	an	additional	minute.	Add	the	tomato	passata.		
Reduce	the	heat	to	medium	and	cook	for	15	minutes.

3.	Cook	the	bucatini	in	the	boiling	water	until	al	dente	(just	
undercooked,	about	7	minutes).	Drain	the	pasta,	reserving	a	cup		
of	the	pasta	water.	Add	pasta	to	the	sauce.	Add	the	pasta	water		
and	parsley	and	stir	gently.	Remove	from	the	heat,	season	with		
the	pepper	and	serve	with	grated	pecorino	Romano.

culinait rEcipE

60	 techlifemag.ca

bucATINI  
All’AmAtrIcIAnA

60	 techlifemag.ca
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thE roots oF thE dish arE From nEar romE, WhErE 
it is traditionally madE With guancialE (curEd 

porK joWl). pancEtta is morE rEadily aVailaBlE and 
has a similar FlaVour. this quicK dish is pErFEct 

aFtEr a latE night With FriEnds or as a simplE 
dinnEr. most oF thE ingrEdiEnts can BE Found at 

rEgular supErmarKEts But thE idEal ingrEdiEnts 
arE aVailaBlE at a spEcialty grocEry such as 

Edmonton’s italian cEntrE shop.

- DaniElE costa

“i loVE simplE pastas  
and this is onE oF  

my FaVouritEs.”



culinait À la cartE

4stEPs to

pErfEct 
pasta
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many of us boil pasta until it’s soft 
and falling apart, but it should 
always be al dente, which literally 
means ‘to the tooth’; it should be just 
cooked through - although, of course, 
it should never crunch. costa’s trick 
is to fi nish his pasta of choice in a 
sauté pan with just enough sauce and 
a bit of pasta water. This emulsifi es 
the pasta and sauce, lending the 
dish a silky texture.

1. UsE a gooD qUality Dry pasta.

costa’s favourites are De cecco, barilla and Rustichella 
d’Abruzzo. Typical grocery store brands tend to use 
low-quality flour, so their products have too much 
starch and lack flavour and texture.

2. bring a pot of WatEr to a boil on high hEat.

Add a handful of salt – enough that the water is salty 
to the taste.

3. aDD thE pasta anD stir oncE so it DoEsn’t 
stick to thE bottom of thE pot. 

Turn the heat down to medium-high and cook for two 
minutes less than the packet indicates. Drain the 
pasta, reserving about a cup of its water.

4. aDD thE pasta to yoUr saUcE in its saUtÉ pan.

Add a little pasta water and continue cooking for a minute, 
stirring constantly. Remove from heat and serve.

62	 techlifemag.ca

“pasta has such 
BEautiFul tExturE, 

Why ruin it With 
oVErcooKing?”

- DaniElE costa
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cafÉ DE VillE
10137-124 st., Edmonton
780.488.9188
cafedeville.com
PASTRy chEF TRAcy ZIZEK 
(culinary arts ’03) 
casual fine dining with the warmth of 
a cozy fireplace and smooth jazz 
stylings playing overhead. 

Da capo caffE 
8738-109 st., Edmonton
780.433.5382
oWNER DANIELE coSTA 
(culinary arts ’05)
a modern italian café and wine bar 
offering simple food. 

DEVlin’s martini anD 
tapas loUngE
10507-82 (WhytE) aVE., Edmonton
780.437.7489
ExEcuTIvE chEF SEbASTIAN LySZ 
(apprentice cook ’06)
the place to see and be seen, offering 
a seasonal local tapas menu with a 
wide variety of martinis and cocktails.  

Jack’s grill
5842-111 st., Edmonton
780.434.1113 
jacksgrill.ca
online reservations through 
opentable.com 
SouS chEF NAThAN LoWEy 
(apprentice cook ’05)
Fine fresh market bistro cuisine. 

sobEys Urban frEsh 
JaspEr aVEnUE 
10404 jaspEr aVE., Edmonton
780.429.9922
hEAD chEF DEAN goSSEN 
(culinary arts ’91, red seal) 
chEF EvAN FILLIER
assistant store manager (culinary 
arts ’99, red seal, applied Food and 
Beverage management ’00) 
chEF DAvIE LITKE 
(culinary arts ’91, red seal)
chEF goRmAN PoN 
(culinary arts ’87, red seal)
PASTRy chEF JAmIE cAmPbELL
Bakery manager (Baking ’03) 
gRANT PAyNE
meat department manager 
(retail meatcutting ’00) 
KRISTIAN DINo 
(retail meatcutting ’08)
JEFF SPoRNITZ 
(retail meatcutting ’08)
a unique food experience featuring 
hard-to-find gourmet items with fresh 
and prepared foods in a European-
inspired setting.

spicE of lifE 
catEring ltD. 
7025 BlacKjacK dr. 
lantzVillE, B.c.
250.390.3197
spiceoflifecatering.ca
chEF AND oWNER chERyL NIxoN 
(culinary arts ’98, nutrition 
management ’03)
Full service off-site catering to central 
Vancouver island. specializing in large 
events, 100-500 people.

sUEDE loUngE
11806 jaspEr aVE., Edmonton
780.482.0707
suedelounge.ca
ExEcuTIvE chEF JEFF KREKLAu 
(culinary arts ’03)
Enjoy tapas in the lounge where you 
can unwind with colleagues, bring a 
date or chat with the bartenders.  

tzin WinE anD tapas
10115-104 st., Edmonton
780.428.8946 
oWNER KELSEy DANyLuK 
(marketing ’03)
upbeat and intimate lounge offering 
an extensive wine list, delectable 
tapas and funky music.
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haVE a saVoury ExpEriEncE sErVEd up 
By nait grads. sEnd your listing to 
Editor@tEchliFEmag.ca to BE includEd 
in thE platings dirEctory.
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HOME and AUTO INSURANCE
for members of NAIT Alumni Association

MelocheMonnex.com/nait

1 866 352 6187

Enjoy savings through
PREFERRED GROUP RATES:

As a partner of NAIT Alumni Association, TD Insurance Meloche Monnex offers you
high-quality home and auto insurance products, preferred group rates and exceptional service.

Being involved in an accident or falling victim to theft can be very stressful. Get added peace 
of mind by adding our NEW Goodbye DeductibleTM protection to your automobile policy. 
That way, you'll have ZERO deductible to pay in the event of an eligible claim. We will handle 
all covered expenses from start to finish. Contact us to add this feature to your policy today!

Insurance program 
endorsed by:

“This is my 
SOLUTION.”

The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex home and auto insurance program is underwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL
INSURANCE COMPANY and distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance Financial Services Inc. in Québec and by
Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc. in the rest of Canada.
Due to provincial legislation, our auto insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan.
TD Insurance is a trademark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank used under license. Meloche Monnex®, and Goodbye Deductible™

are trademarks of Meloche Monnex Inc.
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corporate and 
 international training

youR INDuSTRy IS ouR buSINESS.
Did	you	know	that	every	dollar	spent	on	staff	training	delivers	an	exponential	return	on	investment?	
Through	our	understanding	of	industry,	business,	and	government	process	and	by	taking	a	professional	
approach,	we	respond	to	your	needs	promptly	and	efficiently.	We	have	facilitated	customized	training	
solutions	throughout	Canada	and	in	more	than	60	countries	worldwide.	

NAIT	specialties	offered	include:	Business	and	Leadership,	Information	and	Communications	Technology,	
Occupational	Health	and	Safety,	and	Training	for	and	in	aboriginal	communities.

www.nait.ca/cit

64	 techlifemag.ca



postscriptsclick

> bE in bUsinEss

Learn	how	to	manage	your	own	business	with	
NAIT’s	newest	degree,	the	Bachelor	of	Business	
Administration	in	Enterprise	Management.	
Take	courses	online	or	on	campus.	
www.nait.ca/degreebba

> bE a grEEn rEaDEr

Receive	the	digital	edition	instead	of	the	print	
edition	of	techlife.
circulation@techlifemag.ca

> gEt morE tEchnology for yoUr lifE

Subscribe	to	the techlife	monthly	e-newsletter	
for	contests,	news	and	advice	on	everything	from	
Nordic	walking	to	taking	better	pictures.
techlifemag.ca/subscribe.htm

> gEt connEctED

Looking	to	connect	with	the	NAIT	community?	
Check	us	out	on	YouTube,	Facebook,	Flickr	and	
Twitter.
techlifemag.ca/socialnetworks.htm 

> WhErE arE thEy noW?

An	alumni	favourite,	Alumnotes	can	be	found	
online	and	are	updated	when	the	print	edition	of	
the	magazine	is	published.
techlifemag.ca/alumnotes.htm 

> lEarn morE

Visit	our	click	directory	for	a	list	of	links	related	to	
the	stories	featured	in	this	issue.
techlifemag.ca/clickdirectory.htm
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1Volunteer	at	
a	Women	in	

Technology	event	or	
mentor	a	student	studying	
in	a	science	or	technology	
program	where	women	
are	under-represented.	
780.378.5048
mparker@nait.ca 

2Mentor	fellow	
alumni	and	

students	or	extend	
professional	opportunities	
and	contacts.	
www.nait.ca/alumni
780.471.8539

3Support	
scholarships	and	

bursaries	by	using	a	NAIT	
Mosaik	MasterCard.	
BMO	Bank	of	Montreal	
contributes	to	the	NAIT	
Scholarship	Endowment	
Fund	with	every	purchase.
www.nait.ca/alumni/
mastercard.htm

4Help	an	
international	

student	feel	at	home.	
Invite	an	international	
student	to	share	the	
holidays	with	your	family.		
780.378.5030
lorrnord@nait.ca
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Investing 
in education

In	1986	Lorne	From	saw	a	newspaper	ad	for	the	new	
NAIT	Centre	for	Entrepreneurship.	“Be	your	own	boss,”	
the	ad	enticed.	The	opening	of	the	centre	couldn’t	

have	come	at	a	better	time:	From	was	among	the	oilfi	eld	
workers	who	had	lost	their	jobs	when	oil	prices	plunged.	
He	had	long	been	attracted	to	the	idea	of	working	for	
himself.	As	a	kid,	he’d	built	his	own	lawnmower	and	
started	a	lucrative	business,	earning	50	cents	a	lawn.	
Now,	at	45,	he	fi	gured	this	might	be	his	last	chance.	

The	centre’s	12-week	crash	course	on	starting	your	
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own	business	laid	the	foundation	for	Trailers	Unlimited,	
the	trailer	manufacturing	company	that	From	opened	in	
1987.	(Though	he’d	been	a	mechanic	for	30	years,	From	
decided	against	opening	his	own	mechanics	shop	when	
he	fl	ipped	through	the	phonebook	and	realized	just	how	
many	already	existed.)		

The	newspaper	ad	for	the	Centre	for	Entrepreneurship	
also	attracted	inventor	Brad	Bradfi	eld,	who	used	what	
he	learned	to	build	a	business	case	and	acquire	his	fi	rst	
patent	for	a	plastic-lined	paper	mitt.

The	idea	for	the	mitt	was	born	
on	a	cold	winter	day	when	Bradfi	eld	
fuelled	his	car	and	imagined	a	plastic	
glove	dispensed	on	a	roll	that	could	
be	worn	over	winter	gloves,	saving	
his	hands	from	the	cold	and	his	
leather	gloves	from	the	smell	of	
diesel.	While	it	was	never	dispensed	
at	gas	stations,	the	mitt	is	among	
the	long-term	care	products	sold	by	
WestBond	Enterprises	–	a	company	
Bradfi	eld	helped	found.			

While	business	education	
helped	Bradfi	eld	launch	his	fi	rst	
product,	he	admits	he	was	never	
able	to	transition	from	an	idea	
person	to	a	business	person.	“The	

story	about	inventors	is	very	true,”	he	says.	“Inventors	
really	need	entrepreneurs.”	Bradfi	eld	has	just	left	his	
latest	venture,	On	Shore	Boards,	which	manufactures	a	
board	that	bridges	surfi	ng,	skateboarding,	snowboarding,	
inline	skating	and	wakeboarding,	and	is	working	as	an	
optical	sales	rep	to	save	money	for	his	next	project,	an	
automated	sandbagging	machine.	

Bradfi	eld	and	From	are	among	the	few	Centre	for	
Entrepreneurship	clients	who	actually	started	their	
own	businesses.	Dallas	Hauge,	who	managed	the	
centre,	doesn’t	think	that	detracts	from	the	success	
of	the	program.	“I	think	it	was	a	benefi	t	to	everyone	
who	came	and	went	through	the	process,”	says	Hauge,	
a	NAIT	alum	whose	resumé	includes	head	of	NAIT’s	
Computer	Systems	Technology	program	and	founder	
of	several	computer	consulting	and	sales	companies.	
Students,	he	says,	learned	whether	they	were	cut	out	
for	entrepreneurial	life	and	whether	their	business	
plans	would	fl	y.	And	they	learned	all	that	for	the	cost	
of	a	course	–	not	at	the	cost	of	going	out	of	business.	

The	centre	itself	went	out	of	business	when	
provincial	government	funding	ran	out,	though	most	of	
the	programming	continued	on	Main	Campus.	

Twenty-one	years	after	opening	Trailers	Unlimited,	
From	has	handed	the	company	over	to	his	son	and	an	
employee,	and	is	ready	to	retire.	While	From	says	it	can	
be	a	tough	grind	and	you	need	a	certain	drive	to	succeed,	
being	his	own	boss	has	been	rewarding.	“There’s	more	
satisfaction	in	working	for	yourself.”		 	
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future
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